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PREFACE

International Serninar on Dynamic Processes of Highly Charged

Ions was held as a satellite meeting of the Tenth International

Conference on Atomic Physics (loth ICAP, Tokyo), on 21 - 23

August, 1986, at Fuji Institute of Education and Training, near

Mt. Fuji, Japan.

The Host Institutes of this Seminar are Institute of

Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN) and lnstitute of

Plasma Physics, Nagoya University. There were 58 particIPantS

from 6 countries, a汀tOng WhomLWere from abroad. In addition 6

family members visi`ヒed. The Seminar was opened by the Guide.nce

of the meeting by Dr. Y. Awaya, and the opening adress by

Dr. T. Watanabe, RIKEN, and closed by the concluding remarks by

Professor Y. Kaneko, Tokyo Metropolitan University. On the 24th

of August, the most participants Visited the fifth uphill station

of Mt. Fuji and cou●id luckily see the top of the Mt. Fuji, on the

way from the Fuji lnstitute to Tokyo.

The Proceedings include 18 review papers and progress

reports and 10 contributed papers. The contributed papers were

mainly presented in the.Poster Session on 22 August. In

addition, the list of participants is also attached at the end of

the Proceedings.

On behalf of the organizing committee, we would like to

express our sincerest thanks to all participants Who gave active

contribution not only by the formal presentation of papers but

also through the informal, hot dicussions in all possihle

occasions during the Seminar. ue would mention the achievement

of devoted secretariat Drs. Y. Awaya, T. Kambara, Y. Kanai, and

I. Shimamura, and Ms. M. Nishida. Me would a一so 一ike to thank

Mses. M. Awaya and Y. uatanabe for their friendly contribution to

the family program.

S. Ohtani

T. Matanabe
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SPECIFICITY OF HIGHLY CHARGED IONS

TsIJtOmu Matanabe

Atomic Processes Laboratory, The lnstitute of Physical and

Chemical Research (RIKEN), Mako-shi, Saitama 351-01, JAPAN

へ､

Highly charged ions (HCIIs) have been.obscure for long time and

have not cut a comp一ete figure yet even nowadays.王t is quite recent that

a highly charged ion has been obtained with suffrc･1i-eTn-i intensity七o meas-

ure in the form of ion projectile 9r ion target in scatterlng experiments.

This difficulty comes from the unstable property of highly charged ions.

They can easily capture an electron from the surrounding atom, molecules

orL free electron cloud. It is difficult to confine highly charged ions

within a certain small volume as the target in scatterlng Processes. It

is a一so difficult to obtain an HCI with the ve一ocity of particulary low

or high co叩ared with'the charge balanclng Velocity. Nowadays the re-
=

search activity for the dynamic processes of such highly charged ions are

being developed, This is due to the lmPrOVement Of production method for
●

HCI (ion sources and recoiトion chamber) and also due to that of the meas-

urement techniques. Theoretically, it can be more easily being extended

with aid of large scale computers. Some of them will be presented and

reported 'in this senlinar and stimulated and hot discussions on f,hose re-

search works will be desired.

From my oplnion, one of specificity of HCI 一ies the existence of
●

hudge attraction potential which causes to find an electron within a wide

domain. For examp一e, the orbiting cross section in ion-atom co一lision

with charge eq. and polarizabity α can be written by

o-早(普)1′2
(1)

where v is the relative velocity and m is the reduced mass of the col-

liding system. This cross section is proportional to the charge q of the

ion and the critical energy to the orbiting collision can be proportional

to q2･ The magnitude of cross section for orbiting process exceeds some-

times of the order 104(q/v)va岩･
The second specificity is the contribution of excited state of ions.

This feature is closely related to the first specificity i丸e. the side

range of attractive potentials･工f we see the oscillator strength dis-
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tribution (OSD) of hydrogen 一ike i.on≦, the relation between the 6scillator

strength and energy scaled by Z2 (z being the atomic number of ion) is uni-

versal and doesn't depend on I. This feature can be extended another iso-

electronic sequence when.we want to make qualitative discussion on the OSD.
f

Detai-s w川be reported and discussed by =anson･ Speaking ofngeneralized

oscillator strangth djstribution (GOSD) basically situation can be discus-

sed similarly, the result becomes somewhat different from GOSD in the case

of he,avy ion co‖isions. According to the difference of the momentum

transfer reglOn, each GOSn is quite diff占rent from the case of electron as
●

■

well as proton impact. This feature may influence on the Z-dependence of

GOSD.

In the inner-she一l excitation and ionization of proton absorption,

so-called shape resonance spectrum or a giant band observed in the case of

neutral species. Howeverうn the case of charged ion or multiply charged

ion, this shape resonance spectrum is disappeared and the Rydberg spectrum

appeared agaln. This is due to the wideness and strongness of the multi-
●

charged Coulomb po'centials. The ionization cross section of ion by elec-

tron impact is sometimes quite different from that of neutral one. The

coot.ributions of singly excited states and doubly excited states (auto-

ionlZlng States) are sometimes relatively lar･ge. This is due to the dif-
●

●

ference of the outer･-shell structure between a neutral atom and an ion.

The third specificiとy is the interaction of photons with HCIts.

In HCI, the difference between electronic energy levels is propoy'tional to

q2) and the spontaneous radiative decay rate of electronic transition is

proportiona-( to the square of the energy difference (transition energy).
Then decay rate is proportiona一 to q4 ( or if we consider that transiー.On

dipole moment is <:he same order of magnitude rather than dipole oscillator

strength, theこiecay rate is proportiona一 to q6).
The ro一e of radiative

decay rate becomes lmPOrtant among the process which compeats. The lmPOr-

tance of dielectronic recombination and resonant-charge-transfer-and-exci-

tation (RTE) process are often emphasized and they have been investigated

extensive一y ln recent years. The dielectronic recombination is the inverse
●

process of double photo-excうtation. The RTE is the relevant process where

the part of an initial free electron in dielectronic recombination is

taken by a bound electron i'n a target atom. some of the phenomena, which

wil一 be reported and discussed in this seminar, can be interpreted along

this concept and others might deviate from this simple speculation and

these can be expected to lead to a new discovery.
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An Overview of Low｣Ehergy Ion-Atom Collisions*

C. D. bin. W. Fritsch** and H. Rimra♯

Department of Physics, I(ansas State University
■

manhattan, Kansas 66506 uSA

**Hahn-Heitner Institute, Berlin, W. Gerwy

#Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, I11inois 60439 LT.SA

I. INTTiODUCTION

Current interest in collisions between mlltiply charged ions (mCI)

with atoms and molecules leading to electron capture into excited states of
● ●

the projectile ions stems orlglnally from applications in fusion research

and in astrophysics･1 =n the last few yearsr many distinctive ion sources

have been developed at different laboratories. Z4ultiply charged ions

produced in冨CR, EBIS ion sources, as well as recoil ions produced from

bombardment by fast heavy ions and by intense lasers are used routinely in

collisions with neutral atoms and molecules. Early measurements 】吋
●

charge-state analys1.S Of the
projectiles provided many sets of total charge

transfer cross sections. Stimulated by these measurements, many theoreti-

cal models ilaVe been proposed. For a recent review. the reader is referred

to the article by Janev and Winter･2

Advances in L'eCent experiments in the collision between mCI and atoms

have provided cross sections to specific final excited states for a numi3er

of collision sytems. These states are identified either directly by the

energy-gain SpeCtrOSCOpY3 or indirectly by the photon-emission spectro-
=

scopy･4 within the last yearr there were reports of the polarization

measurements of the photon5 emitted from de-excitation as well as differ-

ential cross section measurements'5 These data give information about the
●

distribution of magnetic substates and the i呼aCt Parameter dependence of

the capture mechanism. respectively. These detailed measurements

undoubtedly provide a greater challenge for a more accurate theoretical

description of the collision dynamics between mCI and atoms. In this

overview. we will glVe eXaLmPles of the more recent measurements of co11i-
●

sions between MCI and simple atoms血ere a detailed comparison between
●

experiemtal results and theoretical calculations is possible. Through such

comparisons, it is hoped that we can identify the salient theoretical and

experimental problems in this area for the next few years. we will also
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address briefly the problems in批1tiple electron capture and in

mcI-molecule collisions.

rT. ⅦRETI仏工一mODELS

For collisions between Z4CI and atoms where the energy of the HCI is in
†

the range of 0.1-30 keV/am, it is adequate to treat the motion of the

heavy particles classically. Because of the large positive charge of the

HCI, it is clear that the problem has to be treated by nonperturbative

methods. Ti〇 general approaches explored by various groups are･. (1)

direct numerical solution of the time dependent Schroedinger eqpation,･ (2)

close-coupling expansion in terns of atomic or/and molecular orbitals.

In this overview, we will not address the first methods or its

generalization (to the time-dependent Hartree-Fock method7 in the case of

two-electron collision systems) since these methods have not been

extensively explored for collisions between mCI and atoms.工nstead, we

will focus on the development in the more traditional clos仁一COuPling

expansion methods.

In the close-coupling method, one expands the time evolution of the

electronic wave fmction as

中(首,t)
= ∑

c](t).3･(首;t )
●

コ

(1)

where.ラ is the eigenfunction of some
operator,モdenotes the coordinates

of the elect∫ons. An izTPOrtant Step in (1) is the determination of suit-

able basis function<=J. It would be desirable to use as few basis functions

in the expansion as possible for a glVen COllision condition. At t-)+○,
●

it is clear that the suitable basis functions are the atomic orbitals (AO)

of the target iud of the proコeCtiles travelling with their respective
■

centers. Thus a convenient basis set for (1) is the travelling atomic

orbitals of the two collision centers. This AO expansion method was

proposed by Bates8 in 1958.加other familiar method is to expand (1) using

the adiabatic molecular orbitals 川0) of the collision system.血is model.

generally knom as the perturbed Stationary State (PSS) approximation,9 has

long been served as the basis for the qpalitative as well as semi-

quantitative description ofら1ow ion-atom collisions.

The PSS model, although conceptually qpite appealing, is known to have

some mathematical defects. The adiabatic朋OIs correlate to static atomic

orbitals in the asyqptotic region, a_T'.anot to the travelling atomic
■

orbitals. Thus each mO basis function does not satisfy the asymptotic
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botndary condition. To remedy this situation, electron translational

factors (ETV) are incorporated into the朗0's. Since there is no well-

defined physical pmnciples for the determination of ETF's except in the
∴ ｣

■

asy7r'PtOtic region, Various forms of ETF's have been proposed.
10

One special feature in the collision of 14CI with neutral atoms is that

transitions occur mostly at large internuclear separations. For this

reason, the AO expansion is qpite adequate in glVing reasonable accurate
■

total cross sections to each subshell. In the static limit, the mO's at

large internuclear separations can be accurately represented as linear

coI血ination-of-atomic-orbitals (LmO) and thus the AO and MO expansions are

equivalent. By adopting an AO expansion, however, there is no ambiguity ln

■

lI J
- l) J f - 一■ ■

1
L ヽ I

1 + 4
■ ■

the choice of ETFts.

The AO expansion is n()t expected to be valid for collisions occuring

at small internuclear separations. Thus the AO results become less

reliable at lower collision energies. For one-electron collision systems,
■

it is possible to include united-atom's orbitals in the two-center AO

expansion (the A伽mode1)ll to span the saLme Hilbert space as represented

by the molecular orbitals. The AO+ model (or its equivalent 3-center

expansion mode112 )I however( requires a larger basis set in practical

applications.

An alternative unified AO-mO matching method has been proposed

recently･13
･
14

This method is somewhat equivalent to the A-zttatrix method15
t

for time-independent problems. In this method. one expands the time-

dependent wave functions at large internuclear separations using travelling

AO's and in the irner region using static MO's. The wave functions are
■

matched at two internuclear separations′ one in the incoming part and the

other in the out901n9 part. In this method. the imer re910n is identical
+

+
- 4 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 t t

to the PSS model. Since the MO expansion is limited to the irner region
■

only, problems associated with the ETF's in the PSS model are avoided.

=II. SELECTIVE EXZuqPLES

In this section, we compare selective experimental results with

calculations based on different models to assess our understanding of the

dynamics of the collision between MC= and atoms. wewi.ll first address

single-electron capture only where detailed studies are available. To

simplify notations'we use qt'qn'㌔1 ∫ and qnlm tO denote total capture'
t

capture to n-shell, to n1-subshell and to nlm-state, respectively.

A･
_qn:

ture Cros5 Sec亡ion for ∩ Shell

In the low-energy region, the electron is captured predominantly to a

specific n.･ although capture to other n-shells i-'also possible. The

-5-



dominant n-shell can be由siエy estiぬted･ by the classicalぬrrier model16

(CBZ4) or from sizTPle molecular potential curves. Zn Fig. 1 we show the

exlperimental results17 for electron capture in C4+-nl collisions･ Capture

to the n≡ョ states of C3ナis dominant, and thllS q3 is

Energy EkeV ornull)

○占
I

02 0i

Veto亡If1(BUI

Fig. 1. Electron capture cross sections

for C4+-H･ =n the velocity range shonr

q3 is nearly eqpal to qt･ The cal001ations

of Ref. 18 are in good agreement with the

measured qt and q3 ･ The agreement with the

small q4 is also quite good (from Dijkamp

et al., Ref. 17).

nearly identical to qt obtained from charge-state analysis measurements･

The experiment of Dijkaznp etal. also glVeS Cross Sections for capture to
●

n=4 shell. These data are compared with the ÅO calmlations of Fritsch and

Lin･18 Note that the agreement between theory and experlment is quite good
■

even for the sznall q4･ =n Fig･ 2 we show the results for the C6+-冗 system･

There are no experimental measurements but there are a few calculations for

this case where capture is also mostly to the n=4 shell. Most of the

theoretical calculations agree with each other for q4 and with total

capture cross section measurements. However, the predictions for the small

q5 are quite different･血e 33-state mO expansion Calculation of Shipsey
=

et al･3･9 predicts large q5 at low energleS･
■

1

E(Rev/umu)

10

-6-

Fig. 2. Partial cross sections for

transfer into C5'n=4 and n=5 states

in C`++冗 collisions. Dashed lines

are from the mO calculations of

Ref. 19. ℡he AO results of Ref. 20

and the LhBmO results of Ref. 13b

are shown in squares and in crosse?,

respectively.



℡わe AO calculations of

Kimlra and Lin13b both

with each other. From

conclusion that the MO

土ion of Shipsey et al.

elements involving n=5

Fritsch and Lin20 and the砿トMO matching results of

predicted much i･ma11er q5 and are in good agreement

these results it is difficult to jump into the
●

expansion method is not valid sin(:e in tb.e calcula-

there are several approximations made in the matrix

channels.馳etber the discrepancy lS the result of

the numerical approximation or c･f the mO expansion remains to be resolved.

B･
_qnl:

Subshell Cross Sections

For highly charged ions or bare projectiles, the energy separations
●

between final n1-subshells in a glVen n is usu.き11 too s7nall to be resolved
コ

using the energy gain SPeCtrOSCOpy｡ Although there are a mュmber of

theoretical calculations predicting the
-distribution

for collisions
●

between bare projectiles and atoms, there are onlTJ indirect information

about the -diF･tribution
from the observed Lymam radiation emitted･21

These measurements indicated that there is no serious discrepancy with

MO-based models which include ETF's, nor with ZbO-based results. For lower

charged heavy ions, the energy separations between nl-subshell are often
■

large enough to be observed using the translational energy spectroscopy.

An exaLmPle of this is shown in Fig. 3 where cross sections for one-electron

capture in C3+-H collisions leading to C2+ in specifit= nl-subshell is

displayed. In this system, the data from the translational energy

spectroscopy22 are in good agreement with those obtained from the photon-

emission spectroscopy･23 These results( surprlSinglyr are well predicted
●

by calculations based on the MO expansions without including ETF,s･24
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Fig. 3. Cross sections for

one-electron capture in C3+-H

collisions leading to specific

c2+ states as indicated in the

figure. For the partial nl

cross sections. the experiments

frorp Ref. 22 and from Ref. 23

are in good agreement (figures

adopted from Ref. 22).



Amther example where qnl ,s are available for cofnParison is 06+-He･

●

Comparison Of the experimental results of Dijkamp et a1. with the results

of AO expansion can be fotmd in Fritsch and Liれ.25

r

Although qt and q. for a given target depend mostly only on the charge
■

n

state of the proコeCtiles, the A-distribution depends more sensitively on
●

the core structure of the proコeCtiles･ For example, the qnl distribution
=

for n=3 in 06+-He and C6+-He are somewhat different. At a glVen COllision
l

speedl Capture t･O the 3s tends to be smaller for the C6+.

C･
_qnlm -Di stribution

Partial information about qnlm has been obtained by observing the

polarization of the photons emitted26
,27 from the de-excitation of the

electron after capture. Comparison of theoretical calculations with

measurements are.complicated by the need of considering the depolari2;ation

due to the spin-Orbit interaction and for the effects due to cascades.
●

There is very little theoretical analysis in this area, but work is in
暮

Progress ･

28

D. Differential Cross Sections

Measurements of angula_r distributions for electron capture to a

specific state give information about the collision dynamics at diffeL-ent
●

impact ParameterS･触ile the total cross sections qnl are Ofterl dominated
●

by contributions from large imapct paraLmeterS, anghlar distribut三つn

measurements can testぬether the theoretical models are valid.)ver the

whole range of impact paraLmeterS. An example of angl)_1ar distrib.ution is

shoⅧ in Fig･ 4 for the double capture in C4+(1s2)+He-) C2'(1s2 2s2)+He''

collisions at 1520 keV. This is an ideal system since double capture is

the dominant process in this energy region and thus the collision is well
●

approximated by a two-channel model. The relevant molecular potential

curves have also been calculated･29 using the mO expansion with the ETF,s

of Ki皿ura and Thorson130 the angular distribution for this system has been

calculated using both a full quantal formlation and a semi-classical

method.31 The theoretical result is also sho冊in Fig｡ 4 where it has been

folded with experimental angular resolutions･5 =t is noted that the

■

agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. Experiments are

being carried out for other other collision systems. It would be desirable

to compare theoretical calculations for multi-charnel systems with new

measurements to check t.n'e validity of the theory･
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Fig･ 4･ Differential double electron capture cross sections for C4+ on He

collisions. The experimental da-ta were from nⅡme11 and Cocke

(Ref. 5). Theoretical results shown in solid lines were the

results of two-channel fully qpantum-mechanical calculations by

Tan et a1. (Ref. 31).

IV. Z4ULTI-E工一ECTRON TTtANSIT工ONS Am FOLECULAR mGETS

粗11tiple electron capture processes occur fL-eqPently ln COllisions
●

between柁:王and multi-electron targets, producing multiply excited states

血ich stabli2:e usually by autoionization with the emission of secondary

electrons. Double electron capture has been identified in energy-gain
=

spectroscopy, and is the Jnain contribution to transfer ioni2:ation (TZ)

processes in charge-state analysis meaSurementS. Unfortunately the resolu-
=

= ∴ コ

tion in current energy-gain spectroscopy Can identify the prlnCIPal qpantum

mュmbers n and n'of the two excited electrons only. The new development in

zero-degree spectroscopy32 has IZnPrOVed the resolution by looking at
●

electrons emitted in the forward direction′ but the method is limited to

proコeCtiles with higher velocity.

Multiple electron capture is the most efficient method of producing

multiply excited states of atoms and ions. Unlike excitations by electron

or by photon impacts where multiply excited states are produced only by the

weak electron-electron correlation. in ion-atom collisions these states can

be produced by 'multi-step′ mechanism. i.e. , through successive single

electron capture processes during the collision.工n this latter process.

electron correlation plays an important role only a比er the collision is

-9-



over.エt has been established that the cross sections for七he production

of doubly excited states by photon impact33 and by electron impact follows

some tpasi-selection rules｡34 These quasi-selection tules can be under-

stbod in terms of the hew classification scheme of doubly excited
･states.35

It would be desirable to explore experimental evidence for selection rules,

if any, in the production of rMltiply excited states in 5.on-atom co11i-
●

SIOnS.

There are many charge-state analysis meaSurementS for electron capture

cross sections in in mCI-molecule collisions. Since the dominant contribu-

tion to the total capture cross sections derives from large impact para-

meters, the process can be approximated by using a model potential for the

molecule or by neglecting the strong coupling region Of the ion-molecule
●

complex･ Calculations based on these models by Kimura36
･
37

have pL･Oduced

good total capture cross sections. Exciting experiments in ion-molecule

collisions in the future, however, probably will study the fragmentation of

the resulting molecular ions. For diatomic molecules, coincidence

measur'ements tell how the capture process depends on the orientation of the

molecule. Pro血ICtion of different polyatomic molecular ions has been

observed38 in a加ndancel･ -呼Of these ions have not been isolated by

chemists. This area of 'hot chemistry′ would allow the study of complex

molecular ions. These ions are believed to play an lnPOrtant role in the
●

fomtion of complex molecules in intersteller space through chains of

ion-molecule reactions.

ⅠⅤ. SUP4MARY淵D DISCUSSION

The progress in the study of collisions of Z4C工with atoms in the last

few years clearly indicates that both theory and experiment have passed

their infancy. ZTnPrOVed data on s'.ubshell cross sections, polari2:ations,

and differential cross sections will provide more stringent tests of the

different sophisticated theoretical models in use. Currently, multi-

variable coincidence measurements are being Carried out by the group from

orsay･39 =n their studyr the charge state of the target and of the

projectile, the energy gain and the angular distribution were measured in
●

coincidence. These data allcw a clear identification of specific final

state.エn particular, this group has been able to identify triple and

quadruple electron capture events in a single collision. although the

resolution is not good enough to isolate specific states.

From the theoretical vle岬int, it is fair to say that model calcu1.a-
■

tions for one- and quasi-one-electron systems are in good shape in the

-10-



energy region Where the number of states populated are small. For multi-
■

electron target atoms, ab initio calculations are rmch more difficult. A

detailed study would require Proper COnSideration of collision dynamics as
■

well as electron correlations. For two-electron collision systems,

calculations based on ÅO expansions have showl that the results are in good

agreement with measured ㌔1 ･ However′ the computational effort is not

trivial for each system･ Neither the mO with ETF's nor the A…O matching

methods have yet been applied extensively to obtain partial cross sections

in MCトatom collisions, although there is no reason to expect that these

calculations would give erroneous results since these models have been

successfully applied to other ion-atom collisions.

=n thiiT'OVerview. we have not considered the role of ionization. For

L4CI-atom collisions at low energies, it is adequate to neglect ioni2;ations.
●

At increasii-1g COllision energies, many nl subshells are populated.
■

Detailed full close-coupling calculations become nearly lrrPOSSible beacause
●

of the large m皿ber of chamels. A reasonable approximation is then to

treat each n-manifold separately40 or to include the coupling between the

dominant n-manifold with each weaker n-manifold sefrarately ln each
■

calculation. Although the capture probability to ea七il n-manifold is small,

the sum oz:- the capture probabilities to zttany n-manifolds is large. So far,

it has not been possible to include ionization charnels in the MCトatom

collisions in the intermediate energy region despite that the effect of

ioni2;ation can be included in the close-coupling forrmllation using

pseudostates･41 Recent calculations42 indicated that the neglect of

ioni2;ation charmels can glVe errOr･C. up tO a factor of two in total capture
■

cross sections at high energies.

Fina11y it is important tO mention that the basic collision dynamics
J

in mCI-atom collision is not very different from the conventional ion-atom

collisions studied using Small accelerators･ Theoretical methods developed

for mC=-atom collisions are applicable to other ion-atom collisions. It is

fitting tO Say that many experimental data in proton-helium collisions

perfomed almost two decades ago have now been explained43 using the AO-HO

matching method. The same calculation can also explain the recen七measure-

ments of aligrment44 and of orientation parameters45 of H(2p) produced in

玉トHe I?ollisions.

*TheいSearCh work reported here was supported in part by the US Department

of Energy. Office of Energy Researchl Division of Chemical Sciences.
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CURRENT TOPICS 川HIGH-ENERGY ‥ON-ATOM COLLIS王ONS

J. Eichler

Hahn-Meitner-Institut fur Kernforschung Berljn, Ge叩any F.R.

In a 一arge number of 一aboratories, ion-atom collうsjons can now be

investigated exper'うmenta=y at high collうsうon energle.S. By high energy it

jI'uSually understood that the projecti一e velocity considerab一y exceeds

a一l electronic orbita一 velocities occurlng in either projecti一e or tar-
1

get. In a few cases experimenta一 iwestiga'いons have even been carried

into the relativjstic velocjty reglme. From the theoretica一 point of

view, high-energy collisions are simpler to describe jn some respects,

because many of the finer detai一s of atomic structure do not contribute

or are current一y not measurab一e. In the following, I shall summarize some

of t.ne results.that have recently been obtaうn･ed. Si･nce the selection js

necessari一y limited, jt js far from complete aTnd hence jnvo1.yes personal

preferences.

1. Nonrelatうvjstic Hi--qh･-Enerq_y Collisions

1.1 Excital･.ion and lonjzation

At high pro3'ectile velocitjes, the process of target excjtatjon or

ionization is generally wel一 understood. First-order theorjes, as for ex-

ample the plane-wave Born approximation (PuBA) or the semjclassical ap-

proxjmatjon (SCA) give reasonab一y good agreement with experiment. These

theories predict a projectile charge dependence of the cross section as

Z6･For
high charges Zp, however, the first-order cross section exceeds

the unitarity limit, so that Ron-pertu71batjve methods have to be ap-

plied. Rec･ently Brendle･ and Gayetl have deve-oped a method based on

Schwinger's v･:1riatiQnal princip一e to calcul･尋te eXCjtatjon cross sec-

tions･ If li'･If'ar声jnitjチIand final unperturbed states･ GT± is the

unperturbed target Green fur!c七jon, and V the perturbjng poterltjal, the

scattering wave functions are

loT)
:

Iう>+G;vloI)
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lof-)
:

lf)÷甲Vl咋〉.

The Schwinger amp-itude then is glVenl by

Tfi くfIVJoT)く咋IVlう〉

(oflV
-

VG'TVIoT)

and is known to be stationary with respect to sma一l
l.9I

The eva一uation js performedl by an expansion on a truncated basis Set.

Withot)t golng into detai一s, one can immediately see that since
■l

くV〉 ∝ Zp

くVG+TV> α Z2p

the Schwjnger即-Pli-tude tends to a fjnjte ljmjt as Zp十の･ This 一eads to

the sJ-Gal-ed saturatjon effect. Recently} Wohrer et al'2 have experト

mentally investigated the nuc一ear charge dependence of ls2+1s2p and

ls2◆1s3p excjtation cross sections of Fe24+ proJ･ect‖es at 400 Mew.They

clear一y find the saturation effect jn agreement with the predjcted be-

havior.

1.2 Electron Ca

errors in

¢芸,j･

Being a rearrangement col一ision electron capture js by far more

diffjcult to treat theoretically than js excitation or jonjzatうon. The

development jn the 一ast years has been guided to a large extent by the

attempt to reproduce the asymptotic high-energy behavior and the so-

called -一丁homas peak-I in the differential cross section. Whう1e this is a

second-order effect, the first-or･der theory, sjnce more than thirty

years, has been identified with the Oppenheime卜Brinkman-Kramers approxト

matjon (OBK), jrrespecjtiveムfthe fact that the Oak cross sections are

off by a factor 3 or 4. On一y recent一y the reason for this defect and

other problems has been pointed out by Dewangan and Eichler3: The long-

range nature of the Coulomb potentjal renders conventiona一 scatterlng

theory inapplicable and requires a specia一 treatment. (In collisjons

without rearrangement this does not 一ead to serious diffjcultjes) By re-

writing the first-order (and sjmう1arly hjgher-order) transition ampljtude

into a first-order BIB (I.boundary corrected lsヤ-B-orn'')amp一itude for a

-15-



地one obtains3

ABIB :

i_重く@felLy.,-n'R'vt'l吉一票I
@ieivp

ln'R~vt',dt

where ◎i.llnVOIve translational factors and vT=ZT(Zp-1)/v,vp=Zp(ZT-･1)/v･
It turns out that this first-order amp一itude which is consjstent with the

long range nature of the Coulomb interaction yie一ds encouraglng agreement

with experjmen七al data even without any further corrections. This shows

the need to reformulate more sophisticated theories jn such a way that

Coulomb boundary conditioflS are Satjsfied from the outset.

1.3 Resonant Transfer and Excitation (RTE)

For the processes discussed so far, electron-electron correlatうoyIS

do not play an lmPOrtant role at high collision energleS. If seve'1､al
ヽ

electrons are involved one usually gets sa七jsfactory estimates by as-

sumlng jndepelldent electrons and applyjng appropriate statjsもぅcal fac-

tors. In contrast to this, RTE comes about 3'ust by electron-electron cor-

rel'atjons. In RTE, which is closely related to dうelectronic recombjna-

tうon, a quasi-free electron (bound e.g. in. an H2 gas target)うs captured

into a multicharged づon whi一e at the same time the energy gain is used to

simultaneously excite an electron, say from the K- to the L-shell. The

process occurs jn resonance, with a width th.at js determjned by the

Compton profjle of the target electrons. Subsequent一y, the decay of the

excited electronjc states is detected by the emission of x-rays or Auger

electrons. Reusch et al.叫have performed experiments with a Tj19+ ion

beam of 260-420 MeV and a H2 target. By measuring the K x-rays, they

clearly identift y two peaks arising from KLL and KLn(n)2) capture･ The

data are in agreement with theoretical predjctjons5.

In another measurement by Swenson et al'6 RTE has been detected by

the measurement of Auger electrons jn co一-jsions of Li--ike 05+ づons with

He. A resonance in the cross section for pytoduction of Be-一ike

(1s2s2p2)3D and (1s2s2p2)1D states as a functjon of ion energy has been

observed a七～13 Mew with a width of 7 Mew, in excellent agreement with

the impulse approximation mode17 for the RTE.

1.4 High-Resolution Pro3'ectile Spectroscopy

The experiment just mentioned has been performed using technjques
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of zero degree Auger e一ectron spectroscopy. This powerfu一 technique first

used by Itoh et al･8 takes advantage of the fact that at forward angles

the Doppler broadening vanishes in first order so that after a dece ユー

tion of the electrons an energy reso一ution of 0.1% can be achieved. It is

then possible to obtajn very detai一ed spectra of highly charged proJ'ec-

tile ions.

2. Relativistic Collisions

In very recent times it has become possib一e to accelerate heavy

ions to relativjstjc velocities9. The coupling of accelerators known as

the Berkeley BEVALAC has opened up new frontiers in physics by producing

づons up to uranium with maximum energies up to 1 GeV/amu. Under these

conditions, even high-i ions can be stripped to one- or two-e一ectron

systems, their atomic structure and QED correctjons for high Z can be

investigated. Theoretically, asjde from relatjvうstic effects, atomic

collisions become basica一ly simp一e since v ≫ve jn a一l cases･

2.1 Ionjzation

Since a long time the theory of target jonization has been the

basis of estimates for electronjc stopping powers. Ionizatjon is well

treated by the PWBA or SCA which leads to the transition amplitude

Afi - / dt / d声@f+(F,t)[-vret+言/Aret]@i(字,t)

where the first term descrjbes the retarded longjtudinal and the second

term (言being the Dirac nlatrix) the retard?d transverse contribution.

Adopting the dipole approximation, it can be shown that the asymptotic

cross section behaves as o 咲 1ny2 where y三(1-v2/c2)-1/2.
Detai一ed cal-

culations by Anho-t9 yie-d exce--ent agreement wfth experimenta一 data for

4･88 GeV protons on varjous tarqets･ Recent more rlgOrOuS Calculations by

Becker et al･10 give resu-ts that are generally lox 一ower than the values

of Ref. 9.

2.2 Electron Capture

If one consjders that the nonrelatjvjstic capture cross sectjon de-

creases wうth energy as 1/E6 or 1/E5･5 one may ask whether at relativjs-
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tic velocitjes there js still a measurable cross section 一eft.- Yeも there

are two reasons why the relativjstic cross section
_decreases

less rapjd-

1y･. (i) There lS a fjnite max紬um velocity c. (=) Because of the Lorentz

contraction of the space wave functions, the momentum wave functi,on have

extended tai一s jn the direction of the relatjve ve一ocity thus leadjnq to

a less rapidly decreaslng momentum overlap between target and pro3'ec-

･tile. Re-atjvistic OBK ca-cu-ations by Moiseiwitsch and Stockmanll indeed

give an 1/E behavior but cross section values that are much too hうgh com-

pared to experimenta一 data12. The required reduction of the cross section

has been achieved by Eichler in his relativうstic eikonal theory of e一ec-

tron capture13. In this theory, the capture amp一itude js derjved jn the

form

Afj ≡ i ]dt∫dW(;b･t･,
S‡oi(r+T･t,

where the prjmed coordinates refer to the movlng PrO3'ectile system and S

is a transformation matrix transformlng a SPlnOr from the target to the

projectile system･ For of the eikonal approximation js used･ CalculcI-

tjons have been performed for transitions from initial K,L,M she一ls into

fうnal states up toり=10 gjving good agreement with measured total cross

sectionslヰfor a large variety of projectile-target combjnatjons and
l.ヽ

collisjon energleS.

2.3 Electron-Positron Pajr Creation

A process that is specific to relatjvistic col一isions occurs when

vうrtual photons from the movlng Coulomb field of the pro3'ectile scatter

from the statうc Coulomb fjeld of the target and decay into e一ectron-posi-

tr'on pairs. This process has al,-eady been studied theoretical一y by Yon

Wejzs冨cker 1934 and Willjams 1935. Recen.t accurate calculations by Becker

et al･15 start from the amplitude

Afi : iyZ, I dt
ej`Ep'Ee'tくOeli(1一号az'IO,,

and lead to an asy如ptotic cross section

6
-

Z2pzi(1ny)3
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Since this cross section keeps increasing with energy it is of great

practical importance for the deslgn Of relativistic ion accelerators and

collljde.rs for projected energies up to 100 GeV/amu.
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OVERVIEW OF ELECTRON-ION COLLISIONS

Gordon H. Dunn

Join亡Insti亡u亡e for Laboratory As比opbysics of亡he National

Bureau of Standards and the University of Colorado,

Boulder, CO 80309,USA

The consequential roles of electron-ion collisions王n a variety of

plasmas
-

astrophysicall fusion, laser, etc･
- have been responsible in

subst:antial measure for a keen interest in these kinds of co11isiont3 in the

past two decades･ Elastic scattering, excitati-)n, ionizat:ion, and

recombinat:ion are all conceptually simple processes that have been studied

and considered in electron-atom collisions for more than 70 years･ Yet,

亡bese same processes, when pertaining to elee亡ron-ion collisions, continue

亡o cballenge亡he creative efforts of many to gain a detailed understanding･

Technological breakthroughs leading to crossed beams experiment:al

measurements on t:he various processes have led to impressive progress, and

continued■ advances in technology have led to continued progress王n elec亡ron-

ion collision st:udies. For example, the int:roduction of ECR and EBIS ion

sources have made it feasible to study a far broader range and variety of

t:arget ions, and only now is it possible to make colliding beams

measurement:s with ions having Q > 5. Similarly, it is only in the past

three ye･ars that the important: process of dielectronic recombination has

lent itself t:o cross section measurements.

For each of the collision processes thereギemain different needs and

exist different problems. However, some common issues emerge from the work

that ba£ been done, pointing the way to some general features of what should

be done in the next few years. Indirect ionizat:ion mechanisms like

excitation-autoionization, resonant:-capture-double-autoionization,and

resonant-capture-auto-double-ionization have been shown to become very

important for highly charge ions ･･

especially for moderate and highZ ions･

In some cases, these processes dominate over the direct ionization mechanism

by an order of magnit:ude or more. Similarly, dielectronic resonanccs may

enhance excitation cross sections by large fact:ors･ Dielectronic

recombination itself has been shown to be a .-tuneablet'process which is

changed and controlled by angular momentum mixing parameters in也e

erlVironment.

Thus,亡bere

which involve

and ion charge

autoionizat:ion

a particularly

this range has

亡be range will

should be a systematic study of these processes
-

all of

autoionizatior) phenomena
-

as a function of atomic number Z

q. Since radiative life亡imes become comparable 亡o

lifet=imes for QJ～.-20, the range 15 < Q < 25 would seem t:o be

attractive and important range to study. The lower limi亡of

just become technologically feasible, and the remainder of

require some co.ntinued creative effort. 'Perhaps the use of

ion-storage rings coming on line in the fut:ure will provide t:he

technological answer to this need.
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technological answer亡o this need.

Ano亡ber impor亡an亡challenge lies in也e study of the basic electron-ion

collision processes for heavy ions, where electron correlations and

rela亡ivistic effects may be amplified.

For excitation one finds that亡heory has been ヒested by experiment for

only a very narrow range of transitions and ionization stages･ Most

measurements have been made using crossed beams of electrons and ions and

observing fluorescence in the third orthogonal direction with a detection

efficiency <1014 The energy-loss/angular distribution measurements which

have been made are not: absolute (strict:1y relative), are over a narrow range

of angle, and bdVe Suffered a similarly low de亡eetion efficiency. This low

de亡ectability coupled with low target densities characteristic of colliding

beams put severe limitations on what syst:ems can be studied .
A n色w

technique is being developed which will also lead t:o energy loss

measurements, but will enjoy a detection efficiency near 1.0. This will

allow measurements on a variety of亡ransitions and for the more bigbly

charged ions now obtainable wit:h modernion sources. The･re is an important

need
-

as already pointed out
- to get experimentiil tests of the effects on

excit:ation of dielectronic resonances, since theoretically these resonances

can influence the些里筆写墨蔓草CrOSS Sections by subst:a･nt:ial fact:ors, and local

cross see亡ions are affected even more.

The three body nature of ionizat)'･on continues to leave MsimpleM knock-on

ionization as a challenge to theorists. However, by introducing an

arbitrary (maximum) phase, quantum calculations (notably Coulo血b Distorted

Wave) now usually give results that compare well with experiment:･ A variet:y

of semi-empirical formulae (notably the Lotz formula) have met wi亡b some

success in predicting direct: ･knock -on ionization･ Further progress on the

understanding of亡bis process probably awaits a f■undamental breaktbrougb in

the description of many-body interactions, and not on more experimental

results1. However, it has been demonstrated in the last few years that

direct ionization is very often B9L the dominant)'･onization mechanism･

Rather, indirect mechanisms such as excitation-Rut:oionization (EA) ,

resonant-capture double 且ut:oionization (REDA)
,and

resonant-capture auto-

double ionization (READt) often dominate (sometimes by more than an order of

magnitude)也e ionization of ions. Similar statements apply亡o both single

and multiple ionization･ Thusl aS With excit:ation, autoionizing resonances

play a major role in the ionization process･工亡is essential亡o more

clearly document and identifythat role and, again, to do it throughthe
range of ion cbarge血ere autoionization and radia亡ive rates are

competitive. In comparisons of experimental and亡beore亡ical data on work亡o

date, there is little difficulty in identifying a very strong role of EA,

but t:he roles of REDA and READt are much more hypothet:ica1 - t:hese processes

need Clear identification and measurement.

The stat.us of work on recombinat:ion is somewhat: similar to that on

e】:citation
- 亡be theoretical situation is highly developed, whereas the

experimental data are sparse and limite･i. Apparent:1y, there have been no
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published direct measurements of radiative recombination cross sections,

though progress in亡hat direction皿ay be imminent with the implementa亡ion of

ion storage rings for atomic physics studies･ Cross section measurements

for dielectronic recombir!ation (DR) have just been made over t:he past three

years･ Thoughmuch of the disparity between experimental and theoretical

data has now been rationalized by recognizing the fTtuneable''nature of DR,

there remain discrepancies which need t:o be resolved･ tt is now t:otally

obvious that all £ut-Ire eXperimen亡s on DR TnuS亡recognize its IItuneabletl

naturi and make provision for careful control and measurements of those

variables that: lead t:o tuning, or comparisons wit:h theory Will always be

tentative and con3eCt:ural. As wit:h excit:ation and ionization, the

measurements on DR should be made throughthe charge state range where

autoioni2:ation and radiative rates are comparable. This is a goal that: will

rely upon future technology
-

probably for all three processes･

Bibliographiesl published by the Institute for Plasma Physics serve as

a guide to both the experimental and t:heoretica1 literature.Reviews of the

theoretical methods and data for excitation have been done by Seaton2 and by

Henry3･ A relatively recent review of the experimental exci.tation work has

been written by Cranda114･･ An evaluated compilation of theoretical data for

electron-･impact excitation of atomic ions has recently been published by

Gallagher and Pradhan5, and this work also contains discussions of the

approximation met:hods for obt:aiming the data. As with excitat:ion, electron

impact ionization of ions ba£ been revieved a number of亡imes, with more

recent reviews being those of Dunn6and of Younger7･ The compilation of

Tawara et･ al･8 is a complete and useful collection of the data (both

experimental and ttleOretical) for electron impact ionization. Experimental

ddt:a and methods for dielectronic recombination have recently been reviewed

by Dunn9･ Reviews by Seaton and StoreylO ･and‥by Hahnll treat the theory'

thoughrecent advances in the effects of fields are not: covered in these

reviewsl and the original literature should be consulted12･

Great progress has been made in the study and underst:Ending of electron-

ion collisionsl and much of that progress has occurred during the past 5

years since modern ion sources and other t:echnological advances have become

available･ The near t:er仙
_should

bring continued advance, and as one looks

to the long term when ion st:orage rings become available for use inthese

studies, many of the outstanding issues in this field should be fully

addressable.
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Excitation and lonization of tons by

Electron Impact: Recent Activities at

IPP and Sophia University

Atsushi Matsumoto

Hiroshima institute of Techno一ogy

Saekトku, Hiroshima, 731-51, Japan

In the course of experimental iwestigation on atomic process at

institute of Plasma Physics (IPP), Nagoya University, a research program

was started in 1981, for studies of ionization of

elecron lmPaCt, aS a COllabo,ratうon program at IPP,
●

guest program in 1984I and have been continuing up

the project is not only to obtain total･-ionization

us.eful for the nuclear fusion research but also to

of the electron-ion collision process by TTX2anS Of

multiply charged ions by

which was raised to a

to now. The purpose of

cross section data

deepen our understanding

elect｢on spectroscopy

technique. The group consists of 10 physicists from various institutions:

A. Danjo

T. Hirayama

A. Matsumoto

S. Ohtani

H. Suzuki

Y. Takayanagl

H. Tawara

K. Wakiya

i. Yamada

M. Yoshino

(Niigata Univ.)

(Sophia Univ.)

(Hiroshima Instit･ute of Technology)

(IPP)

(Sophia Univ., Guest Prof. of IPP)

(Sophia Unうv.)

(IPP)

(Sophia Univ.)

(IPP)

(Shibaura Institute of Technology)

The research program done by this group is called the ACE-IT project. ACE-

IT means Atoniic Collision Experiments-‥on Target.

In this presentation, we describe two kinds of experimenta一 apparatus,

which are in operation for measurements of jonization cross sectうons of

ions and electron energy loss spectra using the crossed beams technique>

and some examples of the res'ults.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of crossed beams apparatus･

Figure 1 shows a crossed beams apparatus constructed at IPP for

measurements of cross sections for electron impact ionization of ions.

Ions extracted from an ECR ion source are accelerated, mass analysed and

transported to an interaction chamber, which is evacuated with a

turbomolecular pump and a cryogenic pump providing a pressure less than

1 × 10-7pa.

nA for Ar2十

acce一erated

ang一es. The

slgnals from

ions and the

charge state

p一ate (MCP)

■

A typical ion current ar｢ivlng at interaction region is 150

ions. Electrons from a conventiona一 electron gun are

to the desired impacIL energleS and cross the ion beams at right

ion and electron beams are both choppe▲d in or･der to separate

backgrounds. After crossing the electron beam, the primary

ionized ions are seperated spatially with an electrostatic

analyser. The ionized ions are detected with a microchannel

by sうngle counting technique. The counting efficiencies of the

MCP are experimentally determined for triply charged rare gas ions.

The l肥aSured cross sections･ for electron impact ionization of doubly

charged rare gas ions, Ne2'through Xe2+,1) are shown in･ Figs 2.

Systematic trend is seen from da'ta shown in Fig. 2; as the total number of

electrons increases, the measured cross sections become larger than those

of Lotz
calculation2) at around peak and

for direct ionization at near threshold,

rise more steeply than expected

except for Ne2+. As for Ar2+ ion}

there is a small bump at around 160 eV. SiTTilar bump is also observed at

around 140もv in the cross section curve of Kr2'. Figure 3(a) shows the

measured cross sections for electron impact ionization of S'ion3) together

with thpse of Lotz calculation. From threshold to 60 eV, the cross

sections rise more rapidly than expected for direct ionization, and above
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Fig. 2 Sinqle ionization cross sections

for Ne2+ through Xe2+.

100 eV, th,ey are in good agreement with Lotz formula. Figure 3(b) shows

the measured cross sections for S2+ ion3) together with Lotz calculation.

similarily to the case for S+クthe m甲Sured cross sections sh.ow a rapid

rise from threshold to 70 eV, and furthermore, they show a clear bu叩at

around 100 eV. These features are very similar to those for Ar2+ and for

Kr2+.

On the other hand, rrcasurements of crpss sections for electron lmPaCt

ionization of alkali ions and

other cro.ssed beams apperatus

with the preceding one except

sections for single and double

l■
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al･kaline earth ions have been

,made
uslng the

constructed at Sophia Univ., which is similar

for the ion source. The measured cross

i.nizati.n.f Na+ and K+ i.ns4) are sh.wn in
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Fig. 3 Ion1･zati,on cross sections.for (a｡)S十+ s2+
anq (b) S2++ s3+･ The

solid llAne is Lotz Calculation for direct i'onization from七he

outeγmost shell.
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and

calculation.

Figs｡ 4 and 5, respectively｡ The results for single ionization of Na+ and

K+ are in good agreement with the previous crossed-beam data within

experimental uncertainties' Double ionization cross sections for Na+ and

K+ are shown in Fig. 5 together with those for the other alkali metal ions

Li'5'),

Rb'6) and Cs'7). From this figure, one can find a similar trend to the

rare gas ions in which the cross section increases with atoml:c number Z of

the ion. In the results of K+, there i･s an evidence of structure at about

400 eV of impact energy. This structure is thought to be attributed to the

contribution from the L-shell ionization-antoionization (Auger effect).

One of the most gene｢al and usefu一 method for measu｢ements of the

differential cross sections for inelastic collision of electrons with atoms

and molecules is the electron-impact spectroscopy, which is based on

measurements of enerly loss spectra of scattered electron resulting from
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Fig'5 Double ionization cross section for Na+
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>

Fig. 6 SchematiJc drawing of

ACE-IT.

the transfer of electron kinetic energleS tO eXCitation energleS Of target

atoms･ and molecules. Besides this, the ejected-electron spectroscopy is

a.lso a useful method to study the autoionization or Auger effect in atoms

and molecules. A somewhat ambitious experiment which attempts to apply the

electron spectroscopy technique to the electron-ion experiments is in.

progress at IPP. Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental

apparatus, which consうsts_ of an electron energy. selector and an e一ectron

energy analyser of quasi-hemispherical type, in addition to a conventional

crossed beams a｢｢angemen七.
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Electron-Ⅰ叩'act Excjtatjon and ITdjrect lonlzatlon of lons

Ronald a. u. Henry

Department of Physics and Astronomy

Louisiana Sta.te University, Baton Rouge, LA, USA

Due to experimental d汗ficulties encountered especially for multうply-

ionized species, determination of collision strengths must rely primarily

on calculations. Reviews of calcu.1ations lnclude Seatonl), Henry2) and

Gallagher and Pradhan3).

Figure 1 sunTnarjzes the various ions on which calculatうons have been

made. In addition to the light ions, the impetus for the field of

electron-ion scattering has come from astrophysics as evidenced by the work

on cosmically-abundant ions Ne, Fe, Si, Mg, S,
and Ar. Also, tokamak

plasmas have introduced data needs for Ti, Fe, and Mo. Experiments which

yield direct･ values~ for integral cross sections or collision strengths are

glVen by the open squares. Open circles represent ionization experiments

fr･om which cross sections for excitation have been deduced.

How do we judge the reliability of the calculations? Me will consider

the effect of various physical approximations and compare results with

郎fferent types of measurements.

The collision strength f2(う,f)is related to the excjtation cross

section o(i+f) (measured in units of ¶ao2)
by:

f2(り)
≡

ui ki2
o(i･f) (1)

･where
ki2 is the energy (in Ry.) of the incident electron relative to the

lower state i, and ui is the statistical weight of the lower atomic state･

ue introduce the paranleter X, the energy in threshold units defined by
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革･
≡ ki2/AEif

･ーナ■ . 1-
(2)

whereムEif is the excitation energy (in Ry･) for the transition from level

with energy Ei tO level with energy Ef･

The essential physics which shou一d be considered for all calculations

bf electrons scatterlng from ions includes target state correlations,

unitarization, exchange, channel coupling, resonances -and relativjstic

mlXlng Of target states. The best quantum mechanica.'l description for the
● ●

solutions of the collision prob一em is a converged close-coup一ing method. A

discussion of the equations may be found in the review articles2･3) and in

Burke andr Seaton4)･ other approximate methods are also d.iscussed in the

●

VarlOuS reVleWS.

●
`

The叩ain type,of resonance which dominates electron-ion scatterlng is

the Feshbach or closed-channel resonance. An infinite series of resonances

converges on to each of･the states of the target▲ion･ due to the attractive

Coulomb potential. When the initial and final stateLS are more Strongly

coupled to tLhe closed channel than tor each other, then･the resonance

effects･ are 一arge.

For many systems, configuration mlXlng in the descript▲ion of the

target ion must be included. It follows from the va･l､iational prjnciple

●

used in the formulation of the scatterlng Problem- that the error in the

collision strengths is directly related to the first order error 1;n the

target wave functions. A figure of merit for collision strength･s is

probably provided by the accuracy of oscillator strengths obtained wうth the

●

same target wave functions. This is correct at least at very high energleS

where the collision strength is directly proportional to the oscillator

strength.
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` As the nuc一ear charge of the target ion increases, relativistic

effects become lmPOrtant, especially for Z > 20. These have a striking
●

effect on a spin-forbidden co川sion strength such as企(2s2
1s.,2s2p

3p冒)
for Fe XXIII. The spln-Orbit term mixes the 2s2p

●

3p;and 2s2p lp?
configurations and so the dipole a.lowed transition 2s2

1s
- 2s2p lp号,

bhich has a collision strength
- 0.5, dominates.

There are four major types Of experiments which involve measurement of
●

direct integral cross sections, direct angular distributions, indirect

integra一 cross sections from ionization, and rate coefficients deduced from

plasma experiments.

Filled circles in Figure 2 represent emission results for

2sl/2
･ 2p3/2transition in Cd II by ‖ane et a.･5) The open triang.e is

deduced by Chutjian6) from experimental differential cross sectうons

obtained in an energy loss experiment. For comparison, a simple Gaunt

● ●

approximation calcu一ation is glVen by the dashed 一ine. ･ It glVeS agreement

within 30% at threshold but underestimflteS the cross section by a factor of

2.5 at higher energleS.

Figure 3 compares a ca一culated differential cross section for

42s + 42po excitation in Zn II with 52s + 52po in Cd II in same threshold

units. For these homologous ions it was not anticipated that there would

be a striking difference in both magnitude and shape for the two cross

sections. Further, measurements of ‖ane et al･5) show that the cross

section for the 5s2
2D

state of Cd II is of the same order of magnitude as

the 5p 2p?
state, whereas for comparable transitions in Zn II, M!ezane and

Henry7) found that the resonance transition was an order of magnitude

larger than the inner shell 4s
2s

+ 4s2
2D･
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A signLificant contribution to electron-impact ionizatjorl may CO舶from

excitatjon of an inr!er-shell electron, which subsequently losei its energy

by ejection of a more loosely bound electron from an outer shell. An

example of this excitation-auto-ionization process is

e-+2p63s十e-+2p53s3p◆e-+2p6+e- ･ (3)

Another slgnifjcant contributjon to electron-impact ionうzation comes

from the tenlPOrary Capture Of the incident electron with simu一taneous

excitation of an inner-shell electron. This resonance decays with emission

of two electrons. An example of this resonance-excitatうon-d山ble

autoionization (REDA) process is

･

e-'2p63s.2p53s3pn丸+2p53s2.e-→e-.2p6.e-. (4)

The ORNL group8) has reported on electron impact ionization cross

sections for 37 target ions. Other groups are involved in this active

area, such as the measurements on Ne III, Ar IIⅠ, Kr III, and Xe 王ⅠI by

Dan3･0生Al.9)

● ●

Fi'gure 4 glVeS electron lmPaCt ionization cross section for the ground

3s2
1s

state of S4+. solid circles represent. experimental data of Howald

et al.10) Direct ionization distorted wave cross sections obtained by

using Younger･s parametersll) are given by the dashed line. The upper and

lower solid lines represent distorted wave12) and close coupling13)

calculations, respectively, for excitation autoionization plus distorted

wave cross section for direct ionization.

Research was supported in part by the亡U.S. Department of Energy,

Division of CheTTn'cal Sciences.
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Magnetica11y confined fusion plasmas consist mainly of electrons and

protons, with the electron kinetic energies in the I-5 keV range and

density of about 1013-1014 cn-3. Also present are many different species

of impurity ions, with the nuclear core charges Z =2-60 and typical density

.f 1.8_1.10 cn-3. At such hightem,eratur.eS (
1芸e,分1.7K),

i.ns with

Zc真30 are Tlearly completely stripped of their electrons･ On the other

hand, the temperature near the container walls is lower and the ions there

are presumably nueh less ionized. Therefore, to analyze the behavior of

such plasmas, comprehensive and reliable atomic data on the important e-e,

e-工andエー工collision processes are needed for many Zc and Zヒdegree of

ionization. We focus our discussion here on the e-t tapture process, with

emphasis on bigb Z reglOn. As is well-known,也e e一工 capture process is,
●

together with the collisional excitation, one of the naiれ radiation cooling

nechanisms of hightenpera亡ure pュa_snas. Much of the background 7nat:erial

for our discussion was covered ill"eVeral recent review$1-3.

The electron-ion reconbination proceeds
,in

two distinct nodes,

(i) direct radiative reconbination (RR) and (ii) indirect dielectronic

L･ecombination (DR) ,
described schemfLtically

e.･ (AZ')i-> (A(Z-1)+)≡+
Y , (RR) (･1a)

--一手(A(Z~1)+)芸*
--→ (A(Z-1)+);

･ √′(DR) (1b)

where the singly-excited states are denoted with one (*) and doubly-

excited states (d) by (**). The皿Plitude is given by2

･fi-(せflD梓i)･(せfJDGPv俄)-塔･ Tぎ至
(2)

where D and V are the electron-radiation and electron-electron couplings,

respectively, and Gr is an inte-ediate state propagator with the correct

radiative andAmger width operators2. The cross section is given by

tTfiI子-～I塔I2･IT引2｡c 6一芸･ 6一芸,
(3)
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where we ne'g:1ect_ed the･ int:erference te士m between, the RR- and LDR aⅢpli亡udes;

this is reasonable when

T琵consists
of a series of sharp resonances｡

For the direct capture, RR, we have the siTnple Kramerls fomula, which

was found4 to be very effective when an effective charges zeff=(Z+Zc"2

was used. For highZ ions where the electronic orbitals are nearly Cou1-

onbic･ the cross section scales in nT=z/pc･ where pc= 2ne for the conti一

血m electron energy ec･ Therefore, with the above Zeff,CgRR nay be5

conveniently亡abulated for all ions in terms of nI.

The I)R cross section is given in the isolated resonance approximation

(ZRA)2by

cr?Rl -エq語形∑旺ヱ｣ Aa'd-'i'LJ'd)言(Ed-Ei''汀ao?',
(4'

′ヽ′

f a pc2 2gi

′ヽ■

where the gls are the statistical factors
and占is a Lorent2:i且n line

′ヽ■′

shape given by S =( T./2)[(Ed-Ei)2+ T2/4=-1･ The fluorescence yield

LJ is defined in terms of the radiativeand A咽er transition probabilities

A and Aa, respectively, aS
r

LJ(a)
=

｢r(a)/[｢r(a)･ ｢a(a)コ≡｢r/ ド

witt1

The DR
.rate

average of

(5)

rr'd'-与Ar'd-･f'andra'd'-与Aa'd-,j'･
coefficient <DR is defined as a velocity-weighted Ma,Nellian

crDR and is glVeTl by
●

〆…R
-与(千許'3/2号Aa(a-,i,u(d,

exp(-ec/%T,
'6'

=n (5) and (6), the cross tens between different resonance states d were

neglected, in accordance with o11r工RA. Evidently, the general structure

of qDR and o(DR is亡he same, andA andA are the basic building
a I

blocks for these quantities, as it is also the case wit:h other resonant

l
processes in e-工 collisions,.

me DR process甲y be conveniently divi4ed into two excitaモion classes'

(a) △㌣ti･o and (b)Aやt〒0, each with discinc亡ive behavior in Z, A and other

parameters. For example, in the e + Fe23+ system,

pcAc ''1s22s'i

I:I-:=i紹n:a;,';
-.3r6

-

Class_a
lI

Class-･b .



工n the class-a excitation書the excitaヒion energies for 2s->3p and ls->2p
■

are large and approximately scale as Z2> while a Zl behavior is expected

for class-b nainly血1e tO SPin-orbit interactidn.工n Tableエ, we summa-

rize the Z-scaling properties for high Z ions｡ The Z dependence of o(DR

and qI)R
･

1S inferred from that of A and A using the relations (4) anda r

(6).

･The Z-scaling of Aa, Ar and the related quantities is su-arizedTable i.

in tenns of the e甲Onent S of an assumed behavior ZS.

Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of Q{DR as a function of Zc for a

typical isoelectronic sequence (i.e. same N=Z
-Z= number of electrons)C

′ ､

態
∽

ふ､
∈
U

打
ち

IQ
ど
｣

-1
4O zc 60
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tqote that the class-b contribution dominates for low Z ions, but is

negligible at highZ.甘owever, this 7nOde of capture is very sensitive

t9 POSSible external field perturbation and can become important even at

In general, Ar
-1011

-1 forS

Z where A ～A in class･a. But,
r a

high Z, as
shown by the dash-dot curve.

1014 -1
atb柚S

-1

low Z and increases to

for class-b, Ar- 108 s at low Z and varies very slowly as Z increses.

This has a profound effect on the sensitivity of dJDR to external field.

We now briefly suznmrize the current experimental and theoretical

status on DR.工n the absence of field enhancement, to be discussed below,

the typical DR cross sections, integrated over the collision energy, are

of the order of 10-20事1O-19ナand 10-18 cn2･ev for the initial excitation

of the K-, L- ,And M-shell electrons, respectively. This makes the direct

DR measurement extremely difficult. To date, no direct measurement of

the class-a process has been reported, and no result on class-b which is

not coat:animated by field enhancement. Nevertheless, the field effect

has b･een used with advantage@･7.

class-b processes. Recent experiments by Belie et a16 on Mg+ and by

Dittner et a17 on the Li-like B) C>and Ox ions showed that a
snail

electric field can seriously affect the DR cross sectまon} usually enhan.-

cing it by as much as a factor of ten8,9. The data of refs● 10-12 are

probably also field-e血anced. The theory is in satisfactory agreement with

experiments, to within a factor of two in all the cases examined.

Class･a processes. A series of ion-atom collision experiments which

are analogous to DR has been reported13-15;

AZ+ + B(e+b+) --→(A(Z-1)+)**
+ b+

I

L_--_> (A(Z-1)+)* + {. (7)

H.?re事 the electron in the target atom B assumes the role ofヽelectron beam′

in (1b). This process,the resonant-transfer-excitation followed by

radiation emission (RTEX), was studied for a variety of ions, S13+, sill+>

caz+, vz+ etc on atomic targets, ne, Ne, Ar and E2, all involving initial

1s electron excitation｡ More recently事the L-shell excitation in Nb31+

was also reported14. The result was analyzed in terms of the corresponding

DR cross sec亡ions using the impulse approximation16. Theory agrees well

with all the available data to withiT1 20完, except for the highenergy end

of the spectra.
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I)etailed theoretical data on the both class-a and4) processes and

comparison with the latest available data will be presented.17 some of

the outstandirtg theoretical probleTnS Of current interest in connection

with the DR process will be suznnarized.

The work reported here was supported in part by a DOE gr･･ant.
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ELECTRON IMPACT IONIZATION OF HEAVY IONS
-

SOME SURPRISES

Stephen M. Younger

, A-Division

Lawrence Lうvermore Natうonal Laboratory

Lうvermore, Ca. 94550 USA

The scatterうng dynamうcs of heavy atoms and うons can be strongly

紬fluenced by the high一y localized charge density associated wうth many

electron subshells. This localization can lead to.the formation of

potential barriers and multi-we一l satterlng POtentials which can, in
●

turn, lead to shape resonances in the cross sections. Also.

term-dependenceうn the continuum channels can cause very large

perturbations in cross sections for non-resonant systems. These effects

areうn addition to the
compワund-resonance(excitation-autoionization)

processes which also occur ln lうghter systems.

This paper reports the results of calculatうons of electron impact

ionization cross sections for a variety of heavy ions uslng a distorted
●

wave Born-exchange approxうmatうon.1 The target is descrうbed by a

Hartree-Fock wave function. The scatterlng matrix elementうs represented
●

by a triple partial wave expansion over incident, scattered, and ejected
(origうnally bound) continuum states. These partうal waves are computed in

the potentうals assocうated with the lnitうal target (incうdent and scattered

waves) and the residual ion (ejected waves). A Gauss うntegrat紬n was

performed over the distribution of energy between the two fina一 state

contうnuum electrons. For ionうzatうon of closed d- and f-subshells. the

ejected f-waves were computed in frozen-core term-dependent Hartree-Fock

potentials, which include the strong repulsうve contributionうn sing一et

terms which arises from the interaction of an excited orbita一 with an

almost closed she一l.2 Ground state correlation was included in some

calculations of ionization of d10 subshells.3
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Fig. l: Sca一ed dうstorted wave Born-exchange cross sections. uI2Q.
for electron impact ioni7.atうon of the 4d subshell in the palladi.um

うsoelectronうc sequence plotted as a function of Z. So一id line･.

Term-dependent partial waves. Dotted lうne: term independent

partial waves. Tri'angles: Predうctうons of the simple Lotz

formu一a:5
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As an example of the Ron-classical behavうor of electron うmpact

ionization for heavy ions, we show in Figure l the cross sectjon for

ionizatうo

(4dlO
Is

∩

ground state).4 This is an
Timportant isoelectronうc sequence

of the 4d subshellうn the palladium isoelectronうc sequence

in that it is the prototype for 4d excitatうons うn all heavうer atoms and

ions and うs うtself free of the comp一ications introduced by additional

va一ance subshells.

As the nuclear charge increases a一ong theうsoelectronうc sequence,
●

the ejected orbltals are pulled in toward the core, experienclng a more

complex contうnuum-core うnteractlon than occurs in sうIver. The scaled

cross section first increases. reaches a peak at Sn4+. and then begins

to decrease. As the r和Clear charge approaches 54, the complex exchange

interaction between the d9 core and the ejectedトwave decreases in

importance compared to the nuclear charge + direct electrostatうc

interactうon. resultうng in a gradual return of the cross section to

classうcal scaling. Classical scalうngうs not recovered unti一

approximately the tenth ionうzation state･. Thうs is very different from

low-I isoelectronic sequences where classical scaling is obtained either

from the neutral atom itself or at worst from the fうrst or second

ionization stage.
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Fig. 2: Electronうmpact ionうzation cross sections for several

palladium-1うkeうons illustrating the varうatうon うn the shape the

cross section wうth うncreasうng nuclear charge.
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In addltlon to non-classical scaling of the cross section along an

うsoelectronic sequence, the地銀旦Of the cross lsection can.change

slgnifうcantly between nearby loos. Flgure 2 compares scaled･cross
● ●

sections for ionうzation of several ?a-like ions. For the うntermedうate Z

ions, the scattering potentうal has a double we一l character, uitll anうnner

well correspondうng rough一y to the tうghtly bound core and a very shallow

well at large radうう coryesponding to the.asymptotlc Coulomb potential of

theうon. The two we一ls are separated by a potentうal barrier wh''lCh うn

some Cases
Projects above zero energy. Under the rうght conditions of

potential structure and cont紬uum energy, the partial waves can

‖resonatell in the inner well, i.e., there will be a rapid buildup of

continuum orbital density near the bound orbitals. Such a transition of

orbital density can be accompanled by a rapうd increase紬the scattering

cross section. Even lf a true resonance does not occur (indicated by a

partial wave?base shうft increment of q),
there can stil一 be

slgnificant modうficatうons of scatterlng Orbうtal density which can affect
● ●

the cross sectうon.
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Fig. 3. Scaled distorted wave Born-exchange cross sections, uI2Q,
for electron impact ionization of the 4d subshell in the xenon
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An illustration of ･both resonant and non-resonant modifications of

the electron ionization cross sectうon can be seen in ionうzatうon of the 4d

subshell in xenon-1ikeうons. Thうs process leaves the residual ion うn a

slngly autoionうzing configuratうon resulting in effectうve double
●

ionization of the initial target by a single electron impact. The

breakdown of classうcal scaling is shown in Figure 3. The presence of a

shape resonance in the Cs+ cross section is illustrated in

Figure 4.6 The large structure at u-l･35うs due to a shape resonance

in the potentia一 for the scattered･ e'1ectron. The normal maximum ln the

cross seetlon ocつ.ups at 3.5 threshold units. The theoretical

calculatlons. whうch lnclud.e the effects ofさjected wave term dependence

and ground state correlation, are in good agreement wうth the measurements

of Hertl紬g et. al.7
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illustrating the glant resonance at low scatterlng energleS.

Theoretical curves correspond to 4d ionizat■ion fo一lowed by slngle
●

autoうonうzation. Solうd curve: distorted wa.ve Born-exchange

calculatうon うncluding effects of ejected wave term dependence and

ground state cQl､relation. Dashed curve: distorted wave Born

calculation neglectうng term dependence and correlation. Dotted

curve: Coulomb-Born calculatうon. Points: Cy･ossed-beam

measurements of Hertling et. al.6.

Survey calculatうons have been performed to determine whether such

glant reSOnanCeS occur in other heavy ions. A resonance similar to the
●

one in Cs+ was found for neutral xenon. For Ba++ resonance behavうor

occurs in the exchange matrうx elements on一y,implying that a measurement

of the cross section for 8a++ will provide a sensitive test of partうal

wave scattering theories for electron exchange in scattering processes.

str･ong resonance!i Were also found for 4d ionization of Xe+ and I+.

The existence of resonancesうn both of these ionsうs confirmed by

experimental data.8

Figure 5 presents calculated cross sections for ionizatうon of the 4f

electron of the 4f14 1s
(metastable) configuration of Tn+. cross

sections computed with simple scattering potentials show a very large

resonant enhancement at low energleS, fol一owed by an even larger
●

principle maxうmum at u=3.25. Although the magnitude of the second

maximum is reduced when term-dependent ejected f-waves are employed, the

resonance at low energy remains strong. Although the resonanceうn

4f14 -> 4f13ぅonizationうs quite strong, it disappears in the next
ion in theうsoelectronうc sequence, Yb++. Anうnvestうgation of several
heavうer ･'JOnS (W+ and Hg+) was made to determineうf the presence of

additうonal large-radうi screening electrons would cause the structure to

reappeapr. It dうd not, however. indicating that the うncreased nuclear

chargeうs strong enough to prevent the formatラon of a potent弓al barrier

compatible wうth shape resonances. Strong shape resonances were found,

however, for other singlyうonうzed rare earth ions such as Eu+ where the

4f78s configuration does not possess the very strong term-dependent

excited spectrum found for closed-subshells.
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electron lmPaet ionization of the 4f14
1s

subshell of Tm+.
●

Solid curve: Born-exchange calculation including term-dependent

ejected トwaves. Dashed surve: Born-exchange without

term-dependent potentials. I)o乞ted curve: Same as dashed curve, but

without exchange. Chain curve: Coulomb-Born calculation wうthout

exchange or term-dependence.

In conclusion, we have shown that the electron impact ionうzatうon of

heavy atoms and ions is considerably more complex than is the case for ㌔

Iightうons. Non-classical scaling of the cross section can persist to
I

うonうzatうon stages as high as ten, and gうant re与onance structures can

sうgnうfうcantly perturb the cross sectうons of few times ionized atoms at

low scattering energies.

This work was performed under the auspices Of the U.S. Department of
●

Energy by Lawrence Livermore Nationa一 Laboratory under contract

#-7405-Eng-48.
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SYSTEMAT=CS OF ENERGY LEVELS AND OTHER PROPERTIES

OF HIGHLY CHARGED IOⅣS*
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Our knowledge of energy levels and other propertie8 0f

highly char-ged ion8 i8 rather' zneager compared to our

knowledge of the neutralB. Ⅳevepthele88, Such knowledge i8

often r･equired to inter'pr-et the complex phenomena 甘hich

occurs in collisions of these highly char'ged ions. =n this

paper we report on our' initial effort'8 tO under'Stand the

8y8tematic8 0f the proper-tie8 0f highly charged ions. This

effort is based on the use Of (relatively) 8inple centr･al-

field calculation8, Which, as sha11 be Shown, arle

8ur-pri8ingly accur-ate fort highly charged ions.

We 8tr-e88 the poinも of- view, based on extensive

;
uxapnetrulm?_ndCeefeVclt

t h
t

hnee.ur喜:f-138
･

t hPaatr

tdiiCvuelra8rel yob18ne

rtVhaeb i eC

0

nd三;;
t

c ;nf

●

be represented in terms of a 8ma11 set of key numer'ical

par･ameter8 (e.g., pha8e 8hifts, o8Ci11ator 8trength

den8itie8, and anplitude8 at the nucleus). The variation of

Such parameter8 f'rom one ion 8peCie8 tO anOther' lends itself

to easy and in8tr'uCtive napping using r'ealistic atomic

models. By napping these Paraneter8 throughout the periodic

system and for all ionic chapge8, One Can e8tabli8h tr'end8

that Will form a r-eliable basis for- predicting unmeasured

propertie8 0f ions. ILl additionl thi8 8urVey is useful for

e;e?attaubrlei88hai8n琶..t,oerwzheart.

8

eaXntde

;三a｡8euer≡
8.Wnei三cle-8k,v

wan.

18nP,e.Crttraan王
●

in neutral atoms, COntr'Ol the 8peCtral behavior- of ions'

Any property of ion8 Can be con8iderled a8 a function of

two variable8, the nuclear-charge number (or atomic number)
Z and the number･ of- electrons Ⅳ. Data can then be analyzed

in もer･ms of at least thr'ee
くalternative pictur'es:

i80electrlOnic (N kept constant), i80nuClear･ (Z kept

constant), and i80ionic (2: = Z I N + 1 kept constant). Ⅳote

that the 8PeCtrO8COPi8t Ca118 2; the order of the 8PeCtr'um

and that an electr'on at lay-ge di8tanCe8 8ee8 a Coulomb

potential due to the net charge 2:e. Each of these pictur-es
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br'ings out different aspect8 0f the variation of a given

quantity over Z and N.

The i80electr'onic pictur'e i8 the moBt 8tr'aightforward

rf:;a?i:dCOtnJutthaeti.o,nzalexv,iaenwsiP.Onisn.!'

Further･ it i8 Closely

a｡｡r.aches tりe
known hydr.genie

,aluEea8Cha80,≡,tt.?teicPar101Py!rtwILee芸plotted agaln8も1/Z (1/Z + 0). The i80nuClear pictur･e

8iznplif-ies the variation of ionic propertie8 f-ron one or'der

of the spectr'um to the next. In addition, the isonuclear

picture i8 the mo8t 8uitable for cer'tain applications. For

example, if we con畠ider' a given impur'ity in a fusion plasma,

the many ion8 0f that inpur'ity nuclide which ar'e relevant

≡so

ctn.r8:t:i:t:u:t;ec
;a:nya:;apt;.≡c:

ace

tll;eOoantrB{n?teiqaTulheen_Cleito21,Orn
lace

ePni

cbt,u raen

nili?c
ttar

lJn:

This i8 also true for
●

and focuses On the inter'play between increasing Z and

incr-ea8ing Ⅳ. Thi8 prOVide8 a frlaneWOrk f-or' the transfer of-

the extensive experience with neutr'al atoms,ヱ = 1, gained

by traditional spectr'o8COpy and collision physics.

Aも an ionization thr･eBhold there i8 a union between

discrete 8tate8, usually characteri2;ed by their' quantum

defecも8 and treated by 5peCtPOBCOpic znethod8, and contirluu皿

8tate8, usually char■acter'i25ed by their- scattering phase

8Jhlf.tr8,1a-n3d

sthr.ewats:也abny.ncgol.1ti芸ieoJtthhienOgr8y:
that the 8e tW.

Quanもum-def-eeも

manifolds of statefl ar'e 8nOOthly connected when the data ar-e

8uitably r'enor-znalized. Thi8 reVealB the Rydberg ser.ie8 tO

be an appendage to the continuuzn so that the zno8t basic

wave-function paramete.T-8, Vi2;., phase and amplitude, var'y

smoothly through thre.q'hold. In particularl, th'e quantum

de:…uefl:.;n?bPs,&haaat8tte;trhaiernegli:uli;tseogdf88Fhihin7f,i:yy6dibye
r g 8 e r i e 8 and th e乞e r 0 ~

(with r･e8peCt tO the

叩且(n･-)
-

6且(E
=

0), (1)

wher･e 且i8 the orbital angular'-momentum quantum number', and

n i8 the principal quantum number. =n appr'oaching the

pr'oblen of mapping out the behavior' of- phase 8hift8 a8 a

function of both atoznic number and ionic charge, we decided

to begin by limiting the Scope Of もhe study to a 8ingle
●

8tandar'd ener-gy. We have chosen aB Our Standar'd ener■gy the

ioni2;ation limit Where the a8ympもotic kinetic energy E of

the one-electron 8tate8 equals 2:erO. Consequently, our

di8Cu88ion perltain8 dir･ectly to proper-tie8 0f near'by 8tate8

both below and above the threshold for ioni2iation.

In addition to threshold phase Shifts, We 8ha11 di.9CuSS

8y8teTnatic8 0f inner 8hell pr･oper･tie8.Of atomic ion8･ =n

par'ticular, re8ult8 Shall be presented fort Ⅹ-r'ay tr'an8iLtion

ener'gie8, dipole matrix elements, anld photoioni2iation cr-o88

section8 8howing th岳 8y8tenatio8･ Of these prOperties'
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Befor-e presenting any of the r'e8ults, it is of interest

to pつint out that these CaLIculations wer'e perfor一皿ed using
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scale calculation. =n additioJl the use of もhe8e Wave

functions

neutra18; 9?守8
been 8hown to be reasonably accurate f-or the

this accuracy is expected to be even better

for■ po8it･ive ions. Thi8 Can be seen by consider-ation of the

potential of electron8 in an ion of atomic number' Z with N

electron8

V = -

N

‡
i=1

壁+
ri

i;j
rij

≡ -eif
--ze2

皇軍1もー!iEj
fij, (2)

For a fixed N, the 1/Z coef■ficient cau8e8 the 8eCOnd term in

Eq. (2) to decrease in magnitude relative to the fir･8t term

with increasing Z. Since the 8eCOnd ter'm, the inter-electr-on

rtepu18ion, i8 ju8t the par't of the potential being

approximated, it i8 Clear- that もhe approximation improve8 aS

Z inerease8 and the nuclear attraction dominates.

re8ulモ;1.aafr三r88ht.w?nXal芸p
…he呈IaS.18.?nlleCCi,ilo.ntuO;ef(qzua:n

tzu_n

Nde.f3c
≡● ● ● ●

constant) in Fig･ 1･ The var･iation of each of the p丸-8 With

Z for the neutra18 (z = 1) i8 8een tO be rich in sir.ucture;

X XVf‡

｢｢･
∴､:'一丁..
20 30 20 30

一声-∵ニニ!ニーづ空

20 30

f;
l

l

/i
l

i

_J 20 30

Fig 1. Zsoionic picture8 0f the zero-ener-gy phaL8e 8hift in

unit80f Tr (quantum defect p見 at the
Llerieslimit)･

The

Roman numer･a18 indicate the or■der of the 8peCtr-um, Or' 2; = Z

- N + 1. The arrow8 indicate the po8ition8 0f the

hydr.ogenic magic numbers, while the open cir'cle8 denote
●

noble-ga8 nuClide8. Note the ebange of ver'tica1 8Cale on

the ど-ightmo8t panel.
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this 畠truCture i8 a880Ciated with the chemical proper･tie8 0f

the elements. Note that thi8 8truCtur.e i8 COnSider-ably

卓inini8hed for the 2: = 2
re8u1も8 and e88entia11y gone for 2;

= 3 and higher. The 8もr'uctur-e for- もhe neutr-a18 i8 due to

the delicate balance between もhr-ee forces;the nuclear

attraction, the interelectron r'epulsion, and the Qefltr'ifugal

repulsion. Wiヒh incr-easing ≡, the interelec'?,r'on ∫-epulsion

b-ecome8 prOpOrtionally weaker, ther'eby destroying the

balance.

Note also, that for the neutrals, they-e ar-e 81ope

di8COntinuitie8 in もhe curve8 fort N = 2, 10, 18, and 36, the

noble gas electron number･8. By the third 8peCもrum (2; = 3),
these di8COntまnuitie8 0CCur for･ N = 2, 10 and 28, a8 Seen in

Fig. 1. Thu8 the clo8ed 8he11 sy8tem8 for the neutr'a18, the

noble ga8 COnFiguraもion8, dif-fer from the closed 8he118 for-

multicharged atoms 甘her-e the closed shells are hydr-ogenic

repre8enも the filュ.ing of the n = 1, n = 2, and n = 3

8ub8hells. Thi8 i8, Of courBte, exactly what one 甘Ould

expect a8 もhe deviation from h.ydrogen-like behavior, the

interelectrIOn r'epulsion, gr'ow8 8maller-. By these

8in･ilar behavior 8hould be found for N = 60 wh

Shell i8 fi11ed; 8uCh behavior has been found.

=n the conpari80n Of our r･e8ults with experiment (which
ha8 gener･a11y shown exce11enも agr･eement) ir･r･egular･itie8 have

been noted in the quantum defects of the higher member8 0f

cer'tain Rydber耳 8eries. The8e ir-r'egular-iもie8 are likely due

to external pertur'bations, e.g., colli8ion8 0r 8tray field8'

In these Ca8e8, it i8 feユt that the theor-etical quantum

defect8 give nor'e rl

presented e18eWher'e.
守きiable

er･ergy levels; a tabulation is

The next example r'elate8 tO 冗-r'ay tran8ition8 filling

inner 8he11 vacancies. =n atomic co11i8ionsl identification

of the variou8 eXCitation and ioni2:ation proceBSe8 i8 nade

by observing these x-rays. Never-thele88, in many of these

co11i畠ion8, multichar唱ed ion8 re8ult. The question, then,

i8 tO eXplor'e to what extent 冗-ray ener-gie8 and intensities

are modified by the exiBtenee Of outer-Shell vacancies.

To investigate thi8 matter, We have looked at the

i80nuClear sequence of Rb and its ions. The re8ult8 0f

calculatior)8 0f x-ray ener-gle8 and dipole matrix elements
●

(vho8e Bquare8 are pr･OpOrtional to the transition

probabilities) are 8hovn in Figs. 2 for thr･ee differ･ent

tran8ition8. Looking first at もhe transition energie8 V8.

N, we 8ee the remarkable r-esult that aも first, r'emoving

elecもron8 ha8 nO･effec七, but at some critical point the x-

ray ener･gies Btar･t Changing with decrlea8ing N. For もhe 28 -

3p and 2p - 3s tr･an8ition thi8 br･eak come8 at the.28

electron sy8ten, While for もhe 18 - 2p x-rays the brteak i8

at N = 10. Furもherznope, looking at the dipole matrix

elements, eXaCもIy the 8ame effect is seen.
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Figs.. 2. Isonuclear pictur-es of the x-r'ay transition

energie8 and dipole matrix element8 for･ 18 - 2p, 28 I 3pl

and 2p - 38 tran8itionB for Rb (Z = 37) and its ionsl

plotted vs. number- of elecもr'on8, N. The ar'row8 indicate the

10- and 28-electron hydr･ogenic clo8ed 8he11 8y8teZn8.

Neither' the 2s - 3p nor the 2p - 38 Change until we

come to the 28 electron 8y8tem, the hydrogenic closed 8he11

System. The nexも electron r-enoved is a 3d electron; thus

when we break into the n = 3 she11, tnatrix elenent8 and

energies involving other- n = 3 electron8 Change, but

removing outer shell (n = 卑,5) electron8 1eave8 them

unchanged. The sane thing happen8 tO 18 - 2p when ve br'eak

into the n = 2 8ubshe11.

To understand these re8ult8, note that <r'> for' a given

8ub8he11 i8 a function of principal quantum number' n and
●

very little else. ThuB, a8 far a8 an inner shell i8

concerned, an out守r' Shell electron i8 Just a Shell of char-ge
●

at it8 <r> . Thi8 i8 Cr'uCial because a 8hell of charge

exerも8 nO force in iもLl int;erior. Thus, removal of- an outer

8he11 electron only Ll.hange8 the potential in the inner

region by a constant, leaving ener'gy difference8 and matr-ix

elenent8 unaffected. Clearly, then, r'enoving outer shell

elecもron8 does not change inner 8he11文一ray energleB Or
●

intensities. Once electrtons are rlemoVed frlOm the 8ame 8he11

(not necessarily the 8ame Subshell), by もhe above arlgumentS,

energleB and matrix element8 Should change; this is 8een in

Figs. 2.

Note furtherl that this argument i8 nOt perfect.

Looking at the 18 - 2p x-r'ay ener'gy, iもis seen that a
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change 8tarもs t{} occurl after･ N = 18; in other words,

renoving 3d ele,ctr'on8 have no effect, but 3p and 38

electron8, being nor-e penetrating, do have 80ne effect, but

,a
very minor on早(<0.5事). Thu8 We 8ee that thi8 COn8tanCy

i8 gOOd to aも1easも 0.5事. Fur･thernorBe, We WOuld expect the

invar･iance to removal of outer･ 8h母11 elecもrons もo be true

for other' inner shelユ pr'opertie8 aS Welll not just
tr'an8ition ener'gie8 and dipole matrix elements.

Vhat, hovever', oceur-a if the inner shell electron nake8

a transition to the continuum? Hov i8 tht5 inner Shell

ionization pr'oce88 affected by r-emoval of outer shell

electr'ons? To explor-e thi8 que8tion, the next example

relate8 tO photoioni7uation of inner' 8he118. Fig. 3 8how8

;≡≡n up≡;
e?
;三osneiq3uaetnicoe?.3C

r,Ol8.8t

tSeedC

tvi80.n

i 0icf
i言…n

t2

8
｡

hf.otr. nt

been

clJgoy:

●

●

Note that a separate calculation was perforzned for- each

Stage Of ioniヱation; Fort the lower 8tage8 0f ioni2iation, the

cpo88 8eCtion8 a1コ. lie on the 8ame lil･le (to within the

三?)ilCyknfe.8r8FOef･.号hewhleipnee);ebreak int. the.. elec七r.n System

The cro8日 SeCtion begln8 tO Change
●

and r-etnove a 2p electron.

60 TO 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180

h7)(RYDBERGS)
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Fig. 3. Phoもo.ioni2;ation cr･o88 8eCtion (per elec七r･on) £oy

the 28 8ub

neutr･al to Fe+;
e?.e213l

●

of the Fe i80nuClea王' Sequence fr-on the

Th台 ve-rtical line81 ar■e 七he thr'e5holdB for-
●

the given Stage Of 王oni2;ration.
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The ex.plan畠tion for- the invariance of the

photoioni乙ation cro88 8eCtion is pr'eci8ely the same a8

outlined above for 冗-ray tr-an8itions, with one added

pr-ovi80. The continuuzn wave function is not locali2;ed

within the outer shells, but the matr-ix element is locali2;ed

due to the locali乞ation of the initial State, 80 the matr'ix

elem芋nもi8 eS8entially unaf-fected by outer' Shell electron

removal. The transition energy i8, however-, affected. Thu8

the invar'iance 8how8 up Only when plotted v8. photon ener'gy.

This r'e8ult ha8 been found in 皿any Other ca8e8 a8 We11.

Perhap8 the most r･emar･kable case studied wa8 thor･iuⅡ! (Z =

90) wher･e the 2p photoioni2;ation cross Section wa8 found to

lf4O
agree to within a few percent

times-ionized neon-like thorium■｢.

r neut.r･al thoriun and 8o_
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ATOMIC PHYSICS AT THE Es乱 STORAGE RING
O

Heinrich F. Beyer

GSI D-6100 Darmstadt, W-Germany

Abs七r8C七

The study of the physics of few-electron very heavy lens Such as U91+ looks
●

● ●

very promlSSlng aft an aPPrOaCh七o王nもeresting and fundamental points in atomic

physics･ The GSI Heavy-ion-Synchrot･ron (SIS) and theもxperimental･Storage･

Rtlng (ESR) f&cili七ies七o be built will offer uni.que possibilities for such an ex-

perimental progr&m七o be carried out. We glVe an Overview of the SIS and

E:SR projects, a more general introduc七王on七o phase-space COOling concepts be･

ing applied at 8七orage rings and &n outline of the atomic-physics program being

presently in discussion.

1 Introduction

A highly charged few･electron ion Zq+,q村Z砧Ll･:三is in many respects a unlque tool for

addresslng ftndamentaltopics in atomic physics. Many familiarru1es of tlmmb for collisional

and radiative processes of one- and two-electron atoms fail wlleri the charge of the nucleus gets

as highas 92. At the same time atomic structure keeps impressively clean as opposed to the

many-electron case where it is, very often, di鮎ult to dis亡riユninateinteresting physics from the

morass 'of complicated multi･level structure.

A single free iozl at rest would be the ideal spectroscopIC Sample and many interesting

attempts tl】have been.made to approach such a situation (forlower charge states)･In many

accelerator-based experiments One Seeks for a dense sample of fast ions丘Iling a small phase space.

Therefore variollS techniques for increasing phase-space density (Cooling)have been developpcd.

Notably electron cooling of an ion beam by heat exchange with a cold electron beam has proven

very promisヲing･
Afterthe pioneering work at Novosibirsk t2】there is now

anincreasipg number

of storage rings employing electron cooling some of which are･ more or less operationalothers

being in the status of being installed or planned t3]･h the following the new
projectsat GSI

are sketc王1ed.

2 The New Accelerator Projects a七GSI

Anoutline of the accelerator complex【4】
to be built at GSI is given in 8gure l･ The existing

UNILAC linear accelerator, capable of accelerating Ions thro.ughoutthe periodic table up to 20

MeV/u7 Will be used as an injectorto the new Heaてy･IonSynchrotron SIS･ The sis win further

accelerate ions up to uranillm tO the 1 GeV/u region Whereas the ExperimentalStorage Ring

ESR coupled to the SIS will be use.d to improvethe quality of the beam and adapt it to the

neTeds of the actualexperiment.

2.1 The Ee&vy･Ion Synchrotron SIS

The SIS, having a circllmferen亡e Of 216.7 m, has a m昭netic bending power of B ･

c - 18Tm

and will be operated at a cycling rate ofト5 Hz. Maximum achieveable energleS depend on the

charge-to-mass ratio q/A of the injectedions and drop from 2 to O･9 GeV/u (Ne to U) using a foil

stripper at ll.4 MeV/u after the UNILA(〕. Corresponding particle currents are in the order of

1012 to lO10 ions/s.hjection of the UNILAC beam into the SIS will be accomplished duri喝10

to 30 turnsand space-charge limit.s are reached with injectedparticle currents of 2 ･

1014s~l u78+

and 2 ･ 10158-I Ne10+. such high･currents will be obtained by a newly developed high･current
ion source and an RFQ structure t5]replacing the丘rst Wider6e linac.
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Figure 1: Schematic view of the planned atcelerator fa-cilitiesat GSI. The existing lJNILAC

linear acceleratorwill be used as an injectorfor the new Heavy-Ion Synchrotron SIS to which

the ExperimentalStorage RiI唱ESR will be coupled.

2.2 The Experimental Storage Rhg ESR

Asindicated allready by it's name operation of the ESR 【6】is regarded as an experiment on it7s

own and, as we will see below, a number of atomic･physics issues are encountered. The ESR has

exactly half the circumference of the sis which enables a cozIVenient transfer of one half of the

Sis turn into one ESR turn uslng t-he rf frequency of the SIS. Figure 2 shows the layollt Of the

small ring･ The magnets have a bending power of 10 Tm ･ Thisallows storage of Nel叶ions

with a maximum energy of 834 MeV/u and of U92+with 556 MeV/u. h connectionwith the

Sis the SSR offers a variety of very attractive featllreS:

As a 8tOTage rmg it can ･store completely stripped heavy Ions. Even for llranium the stripplng

yield of bare ions is highat energies above 500 MeV/u I7].Via the fast extraction channel the

fully stripped ions may be
reinjected

intothe SIS for acceleration to maximllm energy. The

aexible ion optics of the ringallow various modes of operation. For accepting
Ion beams of large

momentunspread (△p/p-

0.02)and emittance (140wlO-6れ), Such as hot fission fragments, a

moderate dispersion can be used. If a 2;erO dispersion is selected in the straightsection multi-

charge (U89+ I

u92十)operation is possible. h yet another mode,with large dispersion, two

beams
of slightly

diqerent momenta can be stored and can be brough七to intersect at a small

angle of about 100 mrad [8l.The inter8eCtin9･beaTn teClmique can be used to study interactions

of two few-electron ions at collision energleS COrreSPOnding to a丘Ⅹed-target equlValent energy

of lip tO 7 MeV/u.
Asa Stretcher Ting the ESR can store coasting beams with a duty factor

of up to about 90%.

But also focllSSlng the beam to btmclleS Of 1 ns duration with 1･epetition rates of abollt 40 MHz

should be possible uslng the rf cavities installed. The latter may also be
llSed for deceleration

down to UNILA(コenergleS. Both modes of operation, however, 1･equi1･ephase-space cooling to

(-ompensate for the emittance growth.

As a cooler ring it employs variollS COOling devices (seebelow) most important being the
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Figure 2: The structure of

the ESR with a circum-

ference of 108.4m. Two

straightsections, each
9.Sm

long, are used for insalling

the electrorl Cooler and an

internalgas target, respec･

tively.

SLOW

EXTRACT10N

electron cooler which will
lee installed in one of the long

straight sections. One anticipates

cooled ion beamswith a momentum spread of as low as 10-S and emittances of 0.1打10-67n.

Using the infernal target (normalor polarized atomic or ionic beam) installed in the second

straight section, together with the circulating cool ion beam, collision prGCeSSeS Canbe studied.
All experiments which need thin targets will gala in luminosity by the circulating beam curi･ent

(- 2MHz) as compared to single-pass experiments･

3 Phase-Space Coo王ing

There are mainly three diaerent teclmi甲1eS feasible for compresslngthe six･dimensionalphase

space of an ion beam circulating ln a Storage ring.

Stocha8tic cooEin9 [9lmakes use of a feedback system. For cooling transverse betatron os-

cillations a pick-up electrode senses a position error of a particle on each traversal. The error

sipalis ampliaed in a broad.･band ampli8er and is applied to a kicker located (2n十1)/4betatron

wavelengths apart from the pick up. The kicker de8ects the particle by an angle proportionalto

it's error. h reality we have a large number N of particles in thering and the sensing and cor-

rection processwill be applied to a group of paI･ticles (sample).The cooli王将rate is proportional

to the bandwidth of the ampliRer and to the inverse of the ion density. Dlle tO the statistical

nature of the process and the quite low slgnal-tO-noise ratio stochastic cooling works best at

rather hot beAns.
;i
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Range of 8PeCi丘c ion energy

Working range for the electron beam

Electron current

Electron current density

Electron beam diameter

Cathode temperature

Effective length of cooling section

lnstal1ation lengtlLI

Apertllre diameter (hori乙.)
Blt (Soienoids,Toroids)

4-560 MeV/u
2-320 key

l-10 A

0.1･1.0 A/L･m2
35･50 mm

0.1 eV (1100K)
2.50 m

4.50 m

250 mm

O.2･0.3 T

Table 1: Parameters of the ESR Electron Cooling Section.

EEectron CooEin9 introduces a dissipative force via Coulomb interactions between the circu-

lating particle beam and a dense coIStreamlng beam of cold electrons servlng aS a COld reservoir.

h the subsequence of Budkers flo)initialproposalelectron cooling was studied both experi-

mentauy [2land theoretically 【11トThe ㌣aincomponents of an electron･cooling device are

the electron gun, a
straight

interaction region, a COllector, where most of the electron kinetic

energy is recuperated, and a longitudinalmagnetic Reld for guidingand con丘ning the electron

stream. In Table l the relevant parameters are glVen for the ESR cooler. If there was no beating

mechanism cooling takes placeuntil the effective temperatures of the heavy･particle and electron

beam become equal, T.I - Te. Neglecting the magnetic &eld a simple estimate of the cooling

(friction)force?aybe obtained by considering the stopping power of an ion in an electron gas

【11】(inthe moving mean･electron frame of reference).
For a MaxwelliaLI Velocity distriblltion

function the corresponding cooling time is

7nI'me

r =

q2e4neLc i'%4(;'w;-vlfj2(芝)3/2:.::::
(1,

Equation (1)shows the scaling of t九e cooling time proportionalto m.I/q2of the ion and to the

inverse of the electron density, ne-1 ･ Figure 3 compares electron cooling withstochastic cooling

as a function of ion･beam temperature. As can be seen, the two teclmiques are complementary:

electron cooling starts to be eHective at lower beam temperature where stochastic cooling gets

inefRcient.Asthe ion beamsinjected from the SIS willal1ready
have a momentum spread of

△p/pR3 5 ･ 10-3 electron coolingwill be the method used throughout wit立the exception of hot

nuclear fragments
which need stochastic precooling. For the ESR七ypicalcooling ti:nes range

from o.15 to 650 ms (30Mey/tL U92+ to 500〟ey/u NelO+).
It may be ar訂1ed that the cathode temperature Tc is theminimum achievable temperature of

the electron beam. However, one has to take into account two effects. First, after electrostatic

acceleration the longit71dinaltemperature 211tOf the electron beam(as measured in the mean

particle rest fl･ame)is strollgly reduced to

TIJI- Ti
T1

272β2mec2
{{T1 -Tc (2)

where β and 7 are the usuairela七ivistic factors. Secondly, tlle P1･eSenCe Of the guiding

magnetic丘eld tends to free五e the transverse degrees of freedom of the electrons as the ions

interactwith Larmor discs slowly driftingalong the magnetic一丘eld lines rather thanwith rapidly

travelling electrons. ConsequentllJ a Very fast 'supercooling'down to very low tempera.Cures can

occur(12].
La8er

Cooling of circulating Ion beams adopts the prlnCipalwhich was successfull in cooling
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Figure 3.･ Cooling times for stochas-

もic and for electron cooling as a

function
of beam emittance

or mo･

mentum spread (9]

thermal 'atomic beams or ions in electromagnetic traps 【1].Absorption of highly directictnal

photons from a laser tuned towithinthe absorption pro&le of an ionic resonanceand a random

reemission results in a net momentum transfer. This canlead to a velocity compression which

eventually may proceed faster than electron cooling. Both transverse f13]and longitudinal

schemes 【14】have been proposed.

b a storage ring the cooling procedures are in competition with variolユSbeating mecbanisms.

Among them are scattering in the residualgas (- 10-10
mbar) and in internalgas targets

(< 1014cm-2) and intra-beam
scattering【15].

h electron cooling space charge in 'the intense

electron beam and stability of the highvoltage of the power supply cause a modulation of the

electron velocity.

4 ExperimentalProgramme at the Es乱

Asallready stressed in the introduction, the domain of the BSR will be the'physics of lolls

with bothhighmclear and highionic charge. Once theanticipated brilliant beams are available

experiments under well de丘ned and controlled conditionswill become feasible with a coTISlderable

increase of measuring resolution and precision. What fouows is a (neeessarilyincomplete)outline

of experiments which become possiblewith the SSR 【16]･

4･1 NtLClear/A8trO Physics

Nuclear-physics experiments, such as the study of compressed nuclar matter and it's eqllation

of state or of rare radioactive nucleiwith the ESR operated as a high-quality mass spectrometer

【17】,are notwithin the scope of the present talk. flowever, it
might

be worthwhile to note some

of the p1･OCeSSCS at the borderline between nuclear, astroand atomic physics.

Beta decay intounoccupied bound states of highly ioni五ed atoms mtl三上have played
a key

role during nucleosynthesis andtheknowledge of these PrOCeSSCS are Of great importance for

establishing a cosmologicalclock 【18].Bolmd β~decay may get energetically allowed only at

high degrees of ioniBation as fol･ t･he
process去芸3Dy56/62'-一群H輝∴

h neutral matter the

reverse electron capture process takes place. h the FJSR bare ions ZZ+ might
be stored and
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Figure 4: Radiative electron capture

of cold elecroI〕S

cooledand the breeding of (a + 1)Z+ being observed as afunction of time. Thereby, for the 8rst

time, a simulation of nucleosynthesis in the laboratory will become possible in a broad range of

plasma temperatures.

4.2 Atomic Physics

4.2.1 Electron - Ion Radiative Recornhination

The 1･eCOmbination of a free electron with an ion can only proceed via the emission of a photon

e~十Zq+
- a(q~1)+十hw (3)

and is tlle reverse process Of photoionization. The capture can proceed directly (theonly way

for bare ions)to the丘nal state Z(qll)+ or, in L･aSe Of q < a via a doubly excited intermediate

state a(q-1)+''. The two processes are referred to as radi'.five electron capture (REC) and

dielectronic recolnbination (DR) 【19】,respectively and may be studied at the electron cooler.

Especially REC, who's cross section diverges for small relative velocities, may as a loss process

limit the efRciency of electron cooling. As the REC cross section lS PrOPOrtionai to the final-state

binding energy 【20jthe highest rate is expected for captllre into the uranium
ls

orbital･ Forthis

case a time constant of TREC Ft3 208 is estimated for typica. SSR parameters and is much bigger

than typical cooling times.

Asindicated in丘gⅦre 4 the REC may serve as a d･.agnostic for the coolingprocess because the

width of the spectrum pro&le is given by the temperature of the electron beam in case the ions are

cooled downal1ready or by a combination of ion and electron temperature when cooling starts.

The spike of the REC spectrum, which is stillenhanced by tlle 8attening of the electron velocity

distribution, is located at the boundary to the contin.uum. This allows a direct determination

of inner-shell (1s)bindingてnergieswith a highprecision･ Similarly resonance energies can be

measured in multi-electron 10nS making use of the dielectronic recombination･ For this purpose

the electron velocity must be detuned over the resonances. Evidently, the pl･eCision, which will

8nal1y be achieved, crucially depends on how well cooling works. It has also been proposed[21】
to enhancethe capttlre by laser radiation. Thiswill be most advantageous for light ions where

the spontaneous rate is low.

4.2.2 Ion - Ion Collisions

With the intersecting-beam teclmique, nlentioned before, it becomes possible to prepare exper-

imentalconditions for collisions where only one electron is involved. Charge exchange between

two heavy ions in well p1･ePared states might
be studied this way. But especially the study of
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quasiatoms, where, during the collision, the binding energy of an inner electron becomes com-

perable to it's rest mass could be stlldied in a more stringent<7Lway. Quasi-molecular x-ray and

spontaneous positron emissi??,a丘eld havingallready a tradi七ibn如GSI (22],would be measured

andもopefu11y the pu盗乙Ies glVen by present cxperimental丘ndings would be disentangled.

4.2.3 ‡on - Atom Collisions

VariculS Stripplng and capture processes in awide ra咽e Of ions and energy can be studied making

use of the internalgas target. Let me note here only two collision regimes Which are important

for populating the atomic states of interest for precision spectroscopy: the dressing of a (bare)
circulating Ion With one electron out of a low-Z target g3与and the prGdllCtion of high･charge
low-velocity recoil ions. The latter process has been investigated extensivelywith beams from

the UNILAC t23]･Inthe collision regimes involving v.err highcharges low target densities are

required, therefore advantage is taken of the beam reL･1rCulation [24】･

4.2.4 Precision Atomic Spectroscopy

lt has been speculated that the theory of quantumelectrodynamics (QED) might
have limitations

for an electron bound in the strong Geld of a heavy nucleus 【25l.This question is closely related
to the relative importance of higher-orderterms in the Lambshift which are only at the 10-6 level

in neutral hydrogen bllt dominate in hydrogenlike uranillm. Therefore a Lambshift mea51urement

at very highZ would be interestingal1ready at a modest precision. The lowest levels of intrinsic

limitations, due to naturallinewidths, are encotntered for the ls Lambshift. However, it is

most demanding regarding the needed precision of x-ray spectroscopy 【26].The ls Lambshift

in U91+ for instance is - 0･5key out of a transition energy of
- 100keV･ On the other hand

the n - 2 - 2 transitions shotlld be mentioned which, due to relativistic eqects, gala a notable

branching especially in the heliumlike system. The latter hasalso叫e advantage of a smaller

linewidth as compared to the hydrogeniike 2p - 28 tranSitior.Asaliready m6ntionei, the

relevant states are prepared bythe interna! gas target either in the circulating beam or in the

recoil ions.

Another kind of experiment makes use of resonant laser excitation in a collinear geometry.

The ls hyper丘ne splitting and七he resulting bound-state ど factor in one･electron heavy Ions Can

be measured this way (27)･Due tothe transformation of wavelengthinto the lab system (at
angles α - 00, 1800for collinear geometry) awide range ofion$ 50 ≦ a ≦ 92 can be covered with

existing laser frequencies.Also a two･photon excitation 【28】can be tuned to a realintermediate

level by a･bsorbing one photon.travelling parallel (redshifted)and another one antiparal1el (bllle

shifted)
to the ion beam. Awide range of relative spacings in a three･level system canbe

accessed depending on the 8i乙eOf ♂.

4.2.5 hndamentalSymmet7･ies

Parity violation in atoms could be studied in a much cleaner way if an adequate few･electron

scheme can be found avoiding the many･eiectron atomic structure tinCertainty. A candidate

might be the 28 - l8 transition in hydrogenlike heavy Ions. When the initialsta.七eis populated

by electron capture from a po.larized electron target the signature of parity-violating admixtures

sho･uld be observable in the anisotropy of the emission.

4.2.6 Collective Phenomena王n Very Cold lon Beams

lf one can sustain cooling down to very low tモmPeratureS a
Phase transition to an ordered

`Coulomb solid'may take place 【29].This is expected to happen when the ion temperature T.･
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gets lower than about 0.6% of the internal Coulomb energy

･7･ <

0･0058掛′3
(4)

It is u皿Clear whether such a situationwill be reached in one of the cooler rlngS presently being

lmilt or whether a specialring structure has to be optimized for this purpose. In the Novosibirsk

experiments [2]a threshold behavior around lOpA was found in the temperature of the proton

beam as a function of beam current. This was at.Ll･ibuted to an ordering eqect. However, the

temperature was much higher than(4)and even for a collapse into a one-dimensional array it

was much too high. It should be pointed out that the achievement of suchanultra-cold ionic

sample will have a large impact on precision atomic spectroscopy･ ､

4.2.丁 Ⅱeavy-Ton Pumped Lasers

lt was demonstrated by Ulriぐb et al･ 【30】that infrared laser action can be achieved by de-

positing energy of about lOllw/cn2 into a gaseous target by means of a pulsed beam from

the Munich tandem or from the UNILAC. The extention towards the (soft)Ⅹ-ray region is lim-

ited by the power-density (P/A) requirements, theminimum wavelength achieveable scaling like

A - (P/A)-1/3. with a hunched high-intensitybeam from the new accelerator an increase in

the power density up to about lO13w/cm2 should be possible resulting in a three to four-times

smaller wavelength.

5 Conc五IISion

The new installations at GSIwi1l open the丘eld of few･electron very heavy Ions in a wide energy

range particularly interestlng for many atomic-physics experiments. The success of cooling

offparticle noisewill crucially determine the feasibility andultimate precision in most of the

experiments identi丘ed above.

It i8 a PEea8uTe tO thank all my coLLeagtLeS for the opportunity o/ working with them to9etheT On

the pTOject8PTe8ented above. I am paTticutarly indepted to Fritz Bo8Ch and BeTnhard FTanZke

/or vatuabte di&cu88ions.
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The spectroscopy of very hうghly-charged ions presents a nuTT]ber of

intriguing challenges for atomic physics from the viewpoint of both

theory and experiment. In particular the precise so一ution of the

multトelectron QED problem and the development of accurate multトelectron

relativistic wave functions are two of the outstanding cha一lenges facing

atomic theory. The extension of experimerT.tal tests of QED to the regime

of high Z, where one can test higher order terms and search for possible

high field failures of the theory is also an exciting possibi一ity with

the development of new techniques for producir'g highly charged ions.

Most precision highly stripped ion spectroscopy experiments have

concentrated on七he case of hydrogen-like (or helium-like) systems. with

a view to testing QED in a highヱsystem whose wave function is well

known. A number of recent experiments using fast beamsl･2･3･4 (beam

-foil). recoil ions5 and plasmas6 have measured

(2P
-

1S) 1n hydrogenic Cl+16. Ar+17, Fe+25 and

the Lyman-α energy

Kr+35. 8y

subtract紬g off the Dirac energy in such experiments one can arrive at

the Lamb shift of the ls state which can then be compared with theory.

Although significant progress has been made recently, a一l the experiments
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determine the ls Lamb shift to an accuracy ofト15%, while theoretical

estimates of hi-gわer order contfibutうons are about two orders of magnitude

lov)er.7,8 Thus the experiments serve the purpose of ruling out radica-

breakdown of the theory but are not as yet at the accuracy leve一 to probe

finer features of the standard theory.

An important new development has been the recent measuremerlt by Could

and Munger9 of the
3po

lifetime in helium⊥-ike uranium (U+90) at

the L8L Bevelac usうng a 219 MeV/amu U beaTn. Since the leading qED terms

go as (αz)4 one can put the theory七? a stringent t.est at lower

leve一s of experimental pr-ecision at very high Z. In addうtうon one tests

higher order terms in the theory which have much lower relatうve size at

low Z. Future experimental facilities, in particular the SIS project at

GSI described at this seminar by H. Beyer,10 should yleld higher rates

and more.accurate val.ues for high Z hydrogenic systemst･

We have taken a slightly different approach in our experimental

program by concentrating on the spectroscopy of few electron systems. in

particular ''ionsうsoelectronic to Ne I (10 electrons). Neon 一ike systems

are attractive because they feature a c一osed L-shell and thus have

●

n=3う･2 spectra which are relative一y sln7Ple to measure and ca一culate.

●

C一osed shell. ions are also lmPOrtant for p一asma applicatうons and

diagnostうcs since they exist over a wide range of temperature and

density. For example, the laser driven x-ray 一aser work at LLNLl1

observed lasうngうn Se+24 neon-like n--31>3 transitions, and spectra of

neon-like Ag+37 have been measured at PLT.12 while neon-like line

ratios have been used as a densうty diagnos七うc in 一aser produced

plasmas.
13

Our focus in neon-一ike spectroscopy experimen七sうs not on a pure

sing一e electron QED test as in the H-like experiments. but rather on

providing benchmark experうments in a two-fold attack of testing both the

qED theory of a many e一ectron system and the energy calculations

requiring a relativistic multi-electron wave function. The ten electron

system is simp一e enough that one can hope to make real progress on the

theory. yet has enough electrons (and complexity) to give theory and

experiment a real workout. Ultimately, one wou一d hope that a refined
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theory would be able to predict energy 一evels in heavy neutral atoms to

the same level of precision as the current一y existing x-ray spectroscopIC
●

data.14

Another attractive feature df L-she一l spectroscopy is that we can

examine very high Z systems (for example the region around Z=80 at GSI)

at conventional heavy ion accelerators, while for KIShell systems at the

same faci一ities we are only able to reach a之of about 32. Thus,

neon-like spectroscopy is a kind of tlpoor man-s-I Bevelac or SIS

experiment.

The experimenta一 technique we use to produce the hうghly charged ions

●

is the brute force approach of strうpplng relativistic うons from an

acceleratorうn a thin foi一. The charge state one can achieveうs then

determined by the energy of the ions which can be produced, and can be

predうcted appr･o;くimately usうng semトempirical formulae. We have found

that we can produce neon-like ions15 at the LBL SuperHILAC (E I 8.5

MeV/amu) for i up to 57 (La), and by moving to the GSI UNILAC (14.9

MeV/amu) we were ab一e to reach Ne-like Bi (Z=83).

The main problem which faces spectroscopic experiments on fast ion

beams ls how to deal with the. large Doppler shifts associated with beam

velocities, β ≡ v/c
= 0.l - 0.2. without sacrificing experimental

counting rate. At LLNL we have deve-oped15,16 a new x-ray spectrometer

to specifically deal with this problem. The instrument (Fig. i) features

two Johann crysta一 spectrometers which are set up with their Rowland

circles lyうng in exact一y the same p一ane. This spectrometer plane is set

up approxうmately士2mr perpendicular to the incoming ion beam, with the

final excitation foi一 positioned at its center. The angular acceptance

of the crysta一s ls quite large and unrestrlcted by slits in the

dispersion plane. so that the fu一l height of the crystals (-5 m) can

be used. The observed spectra are two-dimensional and to capture them

with highest reso一ution we use x-ray film (Kodak DEF 392) as the

detecting medium. Because of the Doppler shift. the x-rays emitted by
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Fig. 1 Diagram of the LLNL dual Johann crystal spectrometer.

the fast ions in the lab frame do･-not have a unique wave一ength. but

rather a wavelength corre一ated with the emission ang一e cL With respect

to the perpendicular to the beam directうon.

L王YLo (l -βsinB)

This means that the ion lうnes on the film wil一 be s一anted with respect to

stationary calibration lines as shown in Fig. l. The fi一m position with

respect to the centra一 in5七rument p一ane can be determined by observlng
●

shadows of prepositloned wires. Any deviation of the spectrometer from

perpendicularity to the beam line can be taken out by averaglng the
●

wave一engths on both sides of the instrument -

since the two Rowland

circ一es are coplanar, a b一ue shifted line on one side will be cance一led

by a red shifted line on the other in averaglng. The average wavelength,
●

入= yLo, can then be corrected to the true wavelength at rest by

measuring the beam velocity accurately to determine T. The instrument

actually comprises two interchangeable dual spectrometers; a 30-cm

Rowland circ一e spectrometer with Bragg angle coverage of 30o-65o, and a

l-m device with eB rang-ng from loo to 18o･
●
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An example of a typical fast ion spectra, showlng lines from 8う十73
●

●

as well as stationary cal紬ratうon lines is shownうn Fig. 2.

:l･ニ･
ト

I.ユl･

･●
ヽ●

Ge lくβ

..
I

I:==
･

=
Er=

■ヽ■

担迅三荘堅嘩些垣堕嬰王萱牽泣主

Ge lくa

(273/23pIJ2)2 (2T$3J23sIJ2)1
Bi+73

Fig. 2. Example of raw film data showing lines from neon-like

J Bi (slanted) together with gumanium calibration lうnes

(straight).

In our most recent experiment at GSI we have measured the n = 3+2

spectra of Ne-like Bi and Au (Bi+73 and Au+69). A partial level

●

diagram of the 10 electron bismuth system, showlng the transitions 'de

expected tつObserve is shown in Fig. 3. Note that in addition to the

t■allowed-- L:l transitうons, the E2, J=2-0 p-p transitions have large enough

transition rate at this high Z to be observed in the viewing r-eg10n after
●

the foil. The dうspersing crystal in this experiment was Ge 220 which

gave a coverage of 10-15 key with the lm (e =

loo-leo) instrument,

suffici ,t to observe all the n--3-2 lines.

The experiment ran with beam currents of 5-10 pnA, and it took

approximately five hours to get a reasonable exposure on the film. An

example of a typica一 dlgitized output from the 2-d film spectrum is shown
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Fig. 3 Level diagram for n--3 and n=2 states of Bi+73 showing

transitions we expect to see.

in Fig. 4 with line identifications showing the 8i+73 transitions

expected in Fig. 3. The spectra are dominated by radiation from the

htensity
l･0

0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2

Wavelength (angstroms)

Fig. 4 Experimenta- spectrum with Bi+73 lines identified･
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lower (N4- Band l印g-一ike)Istates
in the beam, bu七the neon-like lうIneS are

nonethel･ess clearly vis紬1e.

The absolute accuracy to which the strongest lines are determined is

●

4 eV. or 400 ppm, limited prうncIPally by the determination of the

centra一 plane wire shadows. The re一ative accuracy of the positions of

lines is much better, l eV or loo ppm.

The energy levels in the 8i+了3 can

severa一 multトelectron codes. Chen and

be calculated using -one of

scofield17 have evaluated this

system uslng the code of i. P. Grant,18 which explicitly calculates the
●

various qED corrections to the energy leve一s. This code a一so contains a

● ●

phenomenologlCal correction to handle the screenlng COntributions of

inner shell electrons to the QED self-energy terms. The results of

● ●

running the code both with the phenomenologlCal screenlng COrreCtうon and

without screening, using simp一e hydrogenic QEO terms, are shown in Table

I. The theoretical calculations areこOmPared with our preliminary

Upp8r State

(HdLE/∈L【C)J

(2p5j2 :sl/2)1

(2p5/2 ;p1/2)2

(2p5L2 5p3･/2)2

(2p5)?_ 5D5/2)1

(2p5Z2 5D5/2)1

(2pl/2 5sl/2)i

(2p172 5D5/2)1

(2s1/2 5pl/2)i

(2sl/2 5p5/2)i

(MCI)F-S )

(MCDF一日)

Expt. Th80ry Theory

(EV) (MCDF-S) (円CDF-tu

10508( q ) 10507. LI 1(】507.7
i1

10679(～) 10678. 9 10677. 0

115LILl(10)

115訓(ll)

11719(Ll)

12872(5)

15925(6)

15625(6)

1Z12g6(7)

-一丁HEORY

11:Lt9
,2

11550. 7

11725.9

ユ2巳72.1

15928. LI

15655. 1

1昭00.2

USING SCREENED

115Lf7.2

11528.2

11725.5

12872.5

15926.0

15627.1

1q29Ll.2

SELF ErほRGY

-- THEORY.uS川G HYDROGENte SELF ENERGY

Expt･Theor

(MCDF-S ) (MCDF-H )

0.6(LI.0) 0.5

0.1(～.0) 2.0

-5.2(10. )
-5.2

5.5(ll) 5.a

-6.9(～.) -也.5

-0.1(5.
) -0.5

-3.LI(6.) -1.0

18.1(6.)
2.1

-Ll.2(7.)
1.8

Tab一e I. I.Comparison of our prelhinary data on 81+73 3.2

eTergleS With theory･
●
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experimental results in Tab一e I. A very interesting result can be'seen

immediately: the hydrogenic corrections give generally better agreement

with the prelうmうnary experimental data than the results using

● ●

phenomenologlCal screenlng!

The QED corrections to the experimentally observed lines in this

system are largest for levels where an electron is excうted out of the 2s

●

state. For example, even with screenlng, the 2s3p levels have radiative

corrections of about -28 eV, arising from self-energy (Lamb shift)

corrections of至ゴー38 eV and vacuum polarization terms of云ゴ+8 eV. Since

the experiment can determine these 一ines to a relative accuracy of l eV,

we can in principle determine the Lamb shift at Z=83 to 34'A. However, we

are presently limうted by theory. which can be seen from Table l to be

current一y ab一e to get thinちS tO about 5 eV with some uncertainty about
●

how the screenlng WOrks. However a 5 eV Lamb shift measurement at Z=83

is still a fa†rly strong tes七of the qED higher order terms一- at about

the same level as the U+90 measurement.

If there were real problems with QED we might expect to see

difficulties with the neutral atom K x-ray energleS. These can be
●

measured quite precisely,14 but itls not easy to say how wel一 1･ne

theory19 can.calculate such things. Our res･ults, and future

experiments along these lines. can hopefu一ly bridge the gap between

spectroscopIC meaSurementS On hydrogen-一ike and neutral high Z systems.
●

One interestうng aspect of the data is that the p-p E2 transitions

a一low us to imply values for n=3-3 transitions which begin or end on

these states. This analysis was used in our ear一ier Xe experiments and

also applies here, although the 2p3/23p3/2 line observed in Bi+73

~=_

._...._._

is anomalously weak when compared to the Xe experiment.

Data for Au+69 are present一y being ana一yzed.

In conc一usion. by concentrating on the spectroscopy of very high一y

ionized neon-like systems, we have arrived at results which pose

interesting problems for the theory of few electron systems, particular一y
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the treatment of screening. and whうch provides one of the strongest tests

of high field (aZ> 0.5) QED.
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Target thickness dependence of KcI Satellite intensities･

of Argon ions colliding with thin carbon foils

T. Hizogawap Y. Awaya, T. Kambara, Y. Kana1, A. Ease,

H. Kumagai(P. H. MoklerT* and K･ Shima**

The =nstitute of Physical and Chemical Reserarch (R=KEN),

Wako. Sa土tama 351-01. Japan

★GS工I
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Target-thickness dependent measurements of X rays

emitted in collisions of fast heavy ions and_ solid targets

have been recognized to be important technique to study the

inner-shell processes of heavy ions 土n solids′ wbere the

relaxation times of excited states are not short enough

compared to a mean collision interval. With respect to K-

shell, such experimental drata have been analized by using the

two- or three-component model. wh土cb contains several f土Ⅹed

paramet占rs (vacancy formation cross section, fluorescence

yieldl lifetime of va'cancyl and cross section of electron

capture to K-vacancy) to be determined to reproduce

experim,ental data.1) such a model isl however, inadequate

even for K-shell, at least in the thickness region Where the
■

equilibrium of L-shell is not attained, because some

parameters assumed to be constant are actually depend on the

target thickness through the change of LIShell configuration.

Here we report our high-resolution X ray measurements as a

二

function of target
Lthickness and projectile charge state, and

show the importance of the effect of L-shell configuration on

K-vacancy formation.

ii I

Target-thickness dependence of Ar K∝ satellite

intensities from Ar4+ions colliding with thin C foils of

which thicknesses were 2 - 100 pg/cm2 was measured･ For

Ar6+′12+′13+′七he thickness dependence was measured over the

region 2 - 20 rg/cm2 where L-shell non-equilibrium region is

-
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contained, and for Arll+ only one (thinnest) target was

examined. Experimental set-up is shown in Fig. l. 50 Mev Ar

ions from the R=KEN linear accelerator were used and Ar K x-

ray spectra were measured by using a broad-range crystal

spectrometer.2) The product of target ･thickness and a numbeL･

of incident particles was monitored by counting recoil C

atom岳 w土tb a surface-barrier detec七or･(SBD). ･℡he ions passed

through the target were strippedagainbya 20 ply/cm2 c foil

for the ions to be brought into charge equilibrium, and

finally collected with a Faraday cup 七o determine the number

of the incident ions.

Fig. 1･ Experimental set-up･

Fig. 2. Target-thickness

dependence of Xα sate11土七e

intensities. Error bars

土nd土ca七e s七a七土s七土cal errors

only･ Sol土d lines are

drawn only for eye-guide･
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Apart of the results forAr4+ is showninFig. 2. The

vertical scale is the intensity of each sa-ヒellite divided by

recoil C yield. i. e.the value proportional to X-ray
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production cross section for each satellite. 工t can be seen

that the high-energy group of the satellites grows with an

increase in target thickness, and the low-energy group tends

to decrease. Such behavior cannot be undeエーStOOd by the two-

or three-component model. 工t will be explained by 1) the

increase of L-holes with the thickness and 2) the increase of

K-vacancy formation cross section itself with the thickness.

The latter can be caused by the enhancement of K-L excitation

due to the increase of L-holes. Using

calculated values of 王1uorescerlCe yield

for each defect configuration,3) we can

K-vacancy formation cross section dv as

target thickness･ For thin targ■et (ふ10

tentatively assume that 七he co11is土onal

is negligible. Thus

dv

-∑
dx(n)/w(n)

n

where dx(n) andu)(n) are

section and fluorescence

sate11ite･ In Fig･ 36v

thickness. The increase

considered to be due to

quenching 土s taken into

our data and tIle

and 七rans土tion rate

estimate the average

a function of the

pg/cm2)
we

quenching of K-hole

average X ray production cross

yield′ respectively. for n-th

for Ar4+ are plotted against C

ofdv with the thickness is

K-L excitation. =f the collisional

account, the increase of6v may be

further enhanced･ The results for Ar6+ show essentially same

feature as Ar4+.

0

Fig･ 3. o forAr4+as a

V

function of target thickness･
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=n Fig･ 4dv for the thinnest target (-2･6pg/cm2) is

plotted as a function of projectile charge state. The values

for Ar4+ and Ar6+ are･approxima七ely saⅢe′ whereas dv f-

Arll+F Ar12+1 and Ar13+ seem to increase linearly with the

charge. The bend is near 8+, just before the start of L-hole

existence･ This increase of dv is further evidence of the

effect of L-hole existence on R-vacancy formation. =f

extremely thin target can be examined, more drastic increase

of dv will be observed･ Therefore the increased part ofdv

is considered to be lower-side estimate of K-L excitation

cross section.

Fu11 analysis of our data is still in progress.

Fig･ 4･ ov as a function of

incident charge for the

thinnest target ( 2.6 tlg/cm2)I
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Abstract: By uslng 72 and 52 =eV
3日e2+

beams事e-ectron capture from Ag and

Sn target K shells has been successfully measured with a high resolution

magnetic spectrograph. The results are reasonab一y we一l exp一ained by eikonal

approximations.

Inner shel一 electron capture at intermediate energleS remains to be

studied both theoretically and experimentally. Ele亡trOn Capture at aSymP-

●

totically high energleS, On the contrary, has been we一l is exp一ained by a

second o｢de｢ p一ane wave Born a

. .
..

.

,1

P

)
proximation and at low energies by a per-

turbed stationary state modelA'. At intermediate energleS Where the cross

section increases to the maximum, e一ectron capture becomes highly complト

cated process to be understood, which is a reason for the emergence of

several theoretica一 treatments. Among them are the fu一l peaking of the

strong potential Born (SPB) by Macek et al.2,3), the transverse peaking in

the SPB by AIston4), another approximation in the SPB by McGuire et

al.5) and an eikonal approximation by Eichler6). our present experiment ls

intended to provide data to test these theories. It is also our intension

that the present data may help in theoretical investigation of the inner

she一l shielding problem, which is normal一y discussed with an effective

charge, in electron capture process5).
The

3日e2+
beams were emp-oyed in the present experiment･ This is

because they allow us to use the largest projecti一e volocity among available

particles of which electron capture products have charge to permit the

energy analysis uslng a magnetic spectrograph. Details of our method?nd Sn

data were already reported elsewhere7). some details of the Ag data are

reported here｡ The
3日e2+

beams were accelerated and extracted from the
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Fig. 1. Present experi-

mental arrangement using

the high resolution

magnetic spectrograph

RAIDEN at RCNP, Osaka

University.

1.4 M PLASTIC

AVF cyclotron at RCNP, Osaka University. Momentum analyzlng System Of the

beam which consists of two 90 degree magnets is deslgned to glVe the energy
●

resolution of AE/E
≡ 1xlO-～ on the target. Fig. 1 shows the present experi-

mental arrangement using the magnetic spectrograph RAIDEN8). The

spectrograph was used at zero degree. The magnetic field was adjusted to

measure e一ectron capture product
3日el+

and the
3日e2+

beams were stopped at

an insulated aluminium plate inside the first dipole magnet. The focal

plane counter was a 5 cm long position sensitive semiconductor detector

(PSD), 一ater rep一aced by a 2 cm long drift counter. The target thickness

dependences of
3日el+

total yields obtained are shown in fjg･ 2a for the Ag

target case, from which e一ectron loss cross sections (fig. 2b) and electron

capture cross sections (fig. 2c) were deduced. Theoretical work by N. Bohr

for electron loss (second equation in ref. 9 employed) and Nikolev-s work

for total capture cross sectionslO) as weH as high energy data from

Jh･lichll) are also shown for comparison. Fig. 3 shows the energy spectrum

of
3日el+

from
3日e2+

+ Ag十3日el+ + Ag★ process at 72 and 52 MeV measured by

using the PSD. A decowolution to deduce the K shell component was per-

formed using the
3日el+

line of the pure carbon target as a response curve･

Note that the low energy tail of the carbon response curve had to be
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(b) Electron loss cross sections obtained from the curves in (a).
The dashed

formula9).
the curves

line

(c)
in (a

sh ows the result calculated by using Bohr-s second

Total electron capture cross sections obtained from

). The

OBK calculations for L+M

dashed 一ine

shellslO).
(c)are taken from ref. 10.
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sljghtly lnCreaSed at 52 Mew so

volution result is also shown in

backing was determined from the

y-eild (fig. 2a). The
3He

energy

cross sectionsうs shown in fig.

calculations.

It shou一d be mentioned that

siderations on the deconvolution

that the 52 MeV result in ref. 7

Sn resu一t in ref. 7 at 52MeV is

revised results for Ag and Sn at

Fig. 4. Comparison of the present data

with theoTretjcal results for K shell

electron capttlre Of
3He2+

from Ag target.

SPFP is the full peakjng SPB calculations

by Macek et al.2,3). sp円Sl,2 are the SPB

calculations by McGuire et al.5). E is

the eikonal approx千mation by Eichler6).

I is the lmPulse approximation by
●

Briggs12). BK is the first order calcu-

lation by Brinkman-Kramers13).

as to explain the spectrum. The decon-

the figure. The contribution of carbon

thickness dependence of the
3日el+

tota一

dependence of the K shell electron capture

4 in comparison with several theoretica一

further accumulations of data and con-

procedupe have brought us to the conclusion

shou一d be changed to the present one. The

also reduced by a factor of two. tdith

52 'tleV, the velocity dependence of the

present data seems to be explained reasonablly well by the eikonal

approximation.

We acknow一edge Dr. S. Morinobu for his cooperation at ear一y stage of

the experiment and Pro fs. J.H. McGuire and J. Eichler for sending us the SPB

calculations and eikonal calculations.
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WHAT 工S NEW エN CONVOY ELECTRON PHYSエCS?井

I. A. Sellin

University of Tenne88ee, Knoxville, TN 37996,

and Oat( Ridge National Labor･atory, Oak Ridge, TN 37830, USA

In prefer'ence to attempting to review the alr'eady voluminous

literatuel concerning electr･on capturle (ECC) and loss (ELC) to corltinuum

states in ion-atom and iorrsolid co11isions
一-

refepred to here underl the

collective tern convoy electron production
--

8PaCe and time con8trlaints

8ugge8t a Wiser course. I choose to focus on the rapid advances in

understanding that have occurred in the past year' OWing to the development

of new and powerful techniques2,
3

for･ making doubly dif-ferential

measurements of convoy electr'on distributions having comparably high

resolution in longitudinal and tr:ansver8e COmpOnent8 0f electron ejection

velocity in the prlOjecもile rest frame.

By now familiar to most of■ u8 is the Sharp cusp in the velocity

す

spectrum of electron8 0b8erVed when the ejected electron velocity ve

･ナ

matches that of the emergent ion vp in both speed and dirleCtiol-I Although

the occurlrenCe Of a cusp is simply a slgnature Of the Coulomb interaction,

the Shape depends on the contr-ibution8 0f individual parltial waves to a

multipole (PI<) expansion of the crlOSS Section and thus i8 Sensitive to

+

fine details of the co1ユi8ion dynamic8･ For high vp, ECC cusps typically

differ from ELC cusps by vir'tue of gr-eaterl longitudinal spread and large

◆

dipole moment81-3 parallel to vp･ Corresponding ELC cu8P8 have larlger

transverlSe 8pr-ead8 Characterized by even K: P2, P-, .... By continuity

these multipole distributions are also predicted for similar co11i8ion8 in

which high Rydberg States are populated.

Until verly recently most ECC and ELC mea8ur'ement8 have been

effectively Singly differtentia1, even though collection cones of -1
0 near

OO were used. To get a more accurate picture of the shape of the doubly

differential cro88 Section, it is de8irlable to subdivide this cone 80 that

the effective angular resolution corresponds to a differential slice in

-=80-



tran8Ver8e electron velocity y+et of a Size comparable to that of the

◆

longitudinal 81icel Center-ed on a particular vel fixed by the analy2:erl

pass energy and rLe801ution chosen. A 8traightforwar'd angular-8Canning

method employing 8PeCtr'a Obtained as a function of 8tePWise changes in

collection angle has been used by Meckbach et a1.3 for this purpose. The

alternative method used in our laboratory employs a position-Sensitive

detector- to 8imultaneou81y collect data at all polar and a2iimuthal

emission angles from 8
--

0 to 5o and O壬O to 3600 in an array Of 256Ⅹ256

pixels. The key advantage of our'method is its Speed.

Figure 1 displays Sample data concerning theに di8tribution ob8erVed
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Fig. l. Contour plots for ELC

byO5+ inAr andHe at
+vpヨ

川.斗a.u., and ECG by 08+ in Ne

at 15.叫 a.u. contours 8hown

represent multiple8 0f 12.5$

of peak height. The horizontal

scale indicates 1aboratorly-frame

electrIOn energy; the vertical

scale indicate8 electron ejection

angle. I80trOPic angularl

distributions WOuld have near､Iy

circular･ contours. (a) Mea8uPed

distr-ibution fort Art target.

(b) Corr'e8pOnding fit to (a),

normalized to the peak height of

the data. (c) Theor･etical distri-

bution (Ref. 4) after. convolution

with analyzer､ acceptance.

(d) Measured (1i8trlibution for He.

(e) Fit for･ (a), nor･mali2:ed to the

peak height of (d). (f) ECC

distribution for 08+ in Ne.



◆

for electron5 ejected by vp = 10･1, 14･4･ and 16･2 a･u･ 0与+ ions undergo-

ing single collisions in He and Are. As expected from Bur･gd6rferI8

theorly叫the distribution is dominated by ELC from the loosely bound nロ2

levels by an or-derl Of magnitude compared to the combined contributions

fr'om ECC and K-shell ELC. For n=…2, the doubly differential cro88 Section

is glVen by

do/dv--(o/v)[1+β2P2(cos8)+β､P､(coso) ].

Ther-e can be no doubt concerning the strongly transverse Character of the

ELC angular'di8tributions: the presence of ap_preciable P2 and P叫multipole

8trengths i8 COnfirmed; and a Striking contrast With
I

he str'ong dipole

character of the Eec distribution illustrated fort 15.ヱトa.u. 08+ in Ne is

seen. AIso plotted ii与 the theoretical angular- di8tribution for ELC in Ar,

after convolution with a rlea80nable approximation to the spectrometer

acceptance function.

FigurT.e 2 di8play8 Sample data5 coneerning the K distributi()n ol〕8erVed

0.2 au

…

+

vproj= loll

倫
i'
14.4

闇÷㌧
A
†

16.2 au

Figure 2. Contour plot8 0f velocity di8trlibution8 fort COnVOy8 prOduced in

thin C tarlget8 V8.those for- EL'C in Ar. Contourl levels Shown rlepresent

intervals 0f 20多of each peak height. Longitudinal and transverse

velocity components are r7epre8ented hor7izonta11y and vertically,

rleSpeCtive･l･y, with equal yelocity 8Cale5 for all figures; 0.2 au is

8hown･ Numbers at bottom of figure indicate vp･工sotropic angular

di8tribution8 WOuld have cir･cular contours.
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for convoy electron+8 fr･om thin C tar-gets together with corlreSPOnding data

+

for 05+ ions undergoing ELC ip･ Ar at equal vp value8･ The Striking

resemblance contrasts marlkedly with typical Eec distributions, Whose

Strong dipole content is absent･ Table 1 compares measured multipole

coefficients βK With corlreSPOnding experimental and theor'etical values

for ELC from isotachic 05+ projectiles on Ar. The quantity

Bに≡ βK:(convoy)/βK(ELC) highlights the extent to which highにValue8 for

convoy di8tribution8 frlOm 801id targets rlise beyond those fort ELC value8･

Though there is strong rleSemblance between ELC and convoy di8tribution8,

there are also important differ-ence8: the enhanced J< Characteristic of

convoy distributions in 801id targets is Seen tO be a Steeply rising

+

function of vp･

If one applies ELC theory for'mulated for ion-atom co11ision8 tO

convoy,electron production in solids, this Skew towar'd higher I( may be

viewed a8 eVidence for high n State POPulation8 in the penetrating ions.

In thi8 Pictur･e excited ions 81gnal their presence by giving birlth to

convoy electron distributions 0f corrleSpOnding high K. Either excitation

or (3apture tO excited n,i states WOuld then precede ELC. The rlelative

imporltanCe Of high K WOuld be enhanced for high n and i, because ELC cross

sections rise rapidly with incrle･aSing orlbita1 Size and decr'ea8ing binding

energy Eb･ If this interprletation is correctl the multipole content we

observe i8 a quantitativ白mea8ure Of projectile ion n and 1 state

populations during the Short time (く1fs) of prlOjectile penetration. An
■■ll

interesting question ari8e8; i8 theにCOntent Of the multipoler

distrlibution likely to change mater'ially upon entry intd vacuum? A

negative answer, at least for t凸e relatively high vp beams of concern up

to now can be given. 工n the 8u(1den apprIOXimation, ionic bound 8もate豊

8Crleened within the 801id project onto atomic excited States in the

vacuum. That the net phase Change of each of the wave function components

in the coherent superpo8ition of electronic elgen8tateS deb:9riblng a

convoy state is likely to be 8ma.ll can be seen by considering a typical

phase integral ¢ゴ∫AE dt ; (1/+vp)JAE dx ; 0･04･ a Small value･ Here △E

i8 the Size of the potential step (about 0.2 a.u.); the integr-ation over

+

path length dx extends over about 2 a･u. and vp )_ 10 a･u･
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l ヽ

TABLEエ･ ComparliLqOn Of βk Value8 for'convoy distributions

with those for ELC. A180 Shown are the even orlder coeffi-

cient ratios Bk defined in the text･ The estimated

uncer･tainties in Bk are ±0･04･

vp (au) TaI'get β2 β- β6 β8 βlO

16.2

川.3

10.1

Carbon -0.78
Ara

-0.68
Arb -o. 70

Bk l･1

Carbon -0.82
Ara -0.62
Arb -o.67
Bk l･3

Car7bon -0. 48

Ara -0.26
Arb

-o.56
Bk 1.8

0.25 -0.32 0.19 -0.16
0.13

0.18

1.9

0.29 -0.26 0.07 -0.03
0.12

0.16

2.叫

0.11 -0.18 0.09 -0.05
0.05

0.10

2.2

:ETXh≡ei:諾;nc三Ial
vaTu:;sf

fJ.:mR…fefe,Te≡:e?e
2ヲも.

How different results for･ light ions (H, He) at lower velociL.,ie8

()_ 1 au) carl be (and often are) is a point that has been mentioned in the
__ニー･一二･~=

･
･:二二ニーニ

pa8tl~51 has not generally been adequately apprleCiated by worlker8 in the

field, and which can scarcely be overemphasized. For light ion8 0f low

velocity it is physically ver'y plausible to expect that Secondary electrlOn

generation and scattering phenomena will be less dominated by the

electrlOnic charge of the accompanylng ionic parlticle then in the fast

heavy ion case. will be relatively nor-e sensitive to Solid State effects

at, for example, the exit 8ur'face, and may well be qualitatively differlent

owing to the longer time 8Cale over which secondary electron di8trlibution

Characteristic8 Can adju8も. For example, the adjustment tO the potential

Step at the exit 8urlface just discu88ed cannot tT,hen be expected to be

eitherl Small or, Sudden.
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Notable examples have been uncovered recently by Meckbach et

a1.6~8 in doubly dif'ferentia1 Studies of Secondary electron 8PeCtrla by

hydrogenic particles in He and in thin foi18 0f C, A1, and Au at ionic

kinetic energies in the range 100-200 key. For example, high r･esolution

electrlOn spectra for electron8 ejected in the forward direction by protons

and neutral hydrlOgen in collisions With He ga8 Showed the expected convoy

peak, but also Showed a zero degree r'idge extending to the lowest electron

energies measurled. The authors propose that this new Secondary electron

component reprle8ent8 electrons which propagate on the Saddle of the

potential surface produced by the two positive ions H+ and He+ in the

intermediate collision complex. Figurle 3 illustr-ate8 thi8 result.

Figurle 3. Combined velocity distribution of electrons produced in H+ + He

す

andHe 'HO co11isions･ The data for ve ) 1･8 auare for H''He

+

co11i8ion8 and include the ECC peak･ The data for ve ( l･5 au are for

He+HO co11ision8 and include the peak due to dirleCt ionization of HO

◆

at v = 0. The two peak8 arle JOined by a r'idge of secondary electrlOnS

concentrated at 2;erlO trlan8Ver8e electr･on velocity. From Ref. 6.
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工n an eyen more r･emarkable examp1･e-I Goal et al.
7,e

pres.ented ldoubly

diffei勺ential di岳trlibutions of eonvoy′ elelCtrOnS When 100 and 170 keV

proton8 trlaVerISed thin carbon, gold and aluminum foils and compared them
■

to those Obtained with He targets. The ridge they attributed to electr70nS

moving in the two Coulomb center potential Saddle determined by the tar'get

and projectile ions, a180 appearled in the ion-801id convoy electrlOn

■■

di8trlibutions. 工n addition two Strong lateral hump8 a180 appeared, which

were explained as due to diffrlaCtion of the ridge electr.on8 in the

polycry8ta11ine foil mater･ia1. Figur'e卑i11ustrate8 the8e rteSults.

Eii:[E

>
i=≡I

Ul
●■■■

l=

=】

O

U

Figurle Jl. Doubly differential distrlibution of Secondary electrons emitted

when 170keV protons traverse a 5ug/cm2 carbon foil. Diffracted ridge

electron8 are Claimed to be found in the lateral humps. Fro･ Refs. 7 & 8.

They also found that the diffraction of convoy electrons is impeded by

their 8tr'Ong COrrlelation to the moving ions. In the case Of Al tartget8 the

observed lldiffpactionII was found to be typical f'or- A1203. This was inter-

pr-eted as an indication that the observed electron8 0rliginate frtom a thin

polycry8talline oxide layerl Close tO the down8trleam 8ur'face of emi88ion.
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Strong Forward-Backward Asymmetries in Electron ErrLission from

ov占rlapplng Resonande states in Fast C3'on =e collisions
=

yasunor土Yamazak土★

University of Tennessee and Oak Ridge National Laboratory

and

P.D.Miller, H.F.Krause, P.L.Pepmiller, S.Datz, I.A.Sellin,

and 'N.1Stolterfoht

**

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Autoionizing electrons from the configuration ls22pnl pro-

duced by transfer and excitation were measured for 2･5-5.OMeV C3+

+ He-gas collision employing the method of 2:erO-degree Auger
●

spec七roscopyl) ･ ℡he electron analyser Ⅵd･S Operated w土七h an ener-

gy resolution of 300
meV(FWHM) , which corresponds to the projec-

tile rest frame energy resolution ～40meV.

=n figure 1, are shown the electron spectra referring the

■

energy scale to the projectile rest frame for both the electrons

emi上土ed 土n forward(00) and backward(1800) d土rect土ons. Au七o土onト

zation peaks corre貞pondinq to the Coster-Kronig transitions

ls22pnl+ 1s22sEl- are clearly resolved up to n=10･ For n=5

and 6 each group splits into several lines due to the quantum

defect and the term splitting produced by the coupling of the nl

electron with the 2p electron･ At higher energies a Step-like de-
■

crease at the series limit (n+co ) appear for ～8 eV. Surpris-

inglyr for n=5 to 7 the fourth line in each group is strongly

enhanced 土n七he backward d土rec亡土on･ Aセセhese peaks which show

strong 90O asymmetry in projectile rest framet it is found that
■

two autoionizing states with opposite parities (1s22pnpls and
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1s22pndlF) overlap within their natural widths (i･e･1 overlap-

ping resonances) . Coherent superposition of two electronic

states, wh土ch have oppos土七e par土t土es, can be represented by a

spat土ally polarized electron cloud. ℡his cloud oscillates with

the period corresponding to the energy difference between the two

states and the states decay in a time corresponding to the natu-

ral w土d七hs. 工f the l土fe七土mes of the states are shorter than 七he

oscillation period, the decay occurs before there is a signifi-

cant oscillation of the electron cloud, and the distribution of

the decay products (e.g., ejected electrons) may show strong

forward-backward asymme七ry .

工t 土s noted that this exper土men七 土nd土ca七es that electrons

captured into bound states, may be strongly polarized at the time

of capture and that the method of zero degree electron spectros-

copy may,土n some cases, be used to measure tb土s pr)1arizat土on.

☆pQ･rmanent
address: Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors/

Tokyo =nstitute of Technology..

**permanent address: Hahn-Meitner-=nstitut fuer Kernforschung

Berlin GmbE.
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ORNL-DWG 86-9152

Figure l･ Electron spectra produced in 3･5 MeV C3+ + He colli-

sions. A number of peaks due to the Coster-Kronlg transitions
●

1s22pnl+1s22sEIT are observed･ The electron energy refers to

the projectile rest frame. H and IJ COrreSpOnd to the spectra of

electrons emitted in forward(Oo ) and backward(1800) directions,

respectively.
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STATE-S五LECTIVE MEASUREMENTS =N LOW-ENERGY 工ONiATOM

AND ELECTRON-ATOM COLLェSZONS

B.A. Huber

‡nstitut fiir Experimen七alphyBik AG =Ⅰ, Ruhr-Universit占七

D包630 Bochum, FRG

Among different experimental me七hodB the BO Ca11ed 七ransla一

七ional energy spectroscopy (T五S) is a rather powe.r'full tool,

which allows a detailed study of state diB七ributionB Of multi-

ply charged ions either created by electron or by ion impact.

In recen七 years 七hiB method has been applied extensively in

order to investigate electron capture reactions by multiply

charged ions.

In principle the kinetic energies Of the colliding particles

are measured for a $1Ven SCattering geometry with high preci-

sion. The measured energy gain or energy loss Of the detected

projectile can be transferred into the energy defect of the

preceding reaction and therefore contains information on the

●

exci七ation energleB Of the product particles aB Well alB On

the internal state of tthe incoming ion. For experimental rea-

sons only the ground State Or long-lived metastable States Of

the prJeCtile have to be considered. However, this method

works only effectively, if high energy- and angular resolu-

tion are obtained.

The following applications of 七he transla七ional energy Spec-

troscopy will be briefly discussed below;

1) Analysis of the final state population after electron

capture by multiply charsed ions.

2) Preparation of BPeCific ion states and reactions With

Btate-prepared ions.

3) Detection of metastable states of multiply charged ions.

ち) state-Selective meaBurementB Of muユti_ioni21ation of

atomB by Single electron impact.
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As an example for Studying electf-on capture by the aid of

normal YES figure 1 shows the energyEdis七ribution of secondary

Ar2+ rions formed in Af･3+/Ar collisions. The parameter charac-･

teri2:ing different curves is the electron energy, which is

used in the electron impact ion source. At high electron ener-
■

gleS a large number of different peaks occurs, which are cau-

sed by capture into different excited states of Ar2+ (indica-

lines), Whereby the Ar3+ projectile may be in

the ~sっ′n ground state or the weakly excited metas七able states

ted by vertical

芸.?:;;主,22::7u:ddetailed analysis of this spectrum is given in

ref. 1 and ref. 2. The identification of various reaction chan-

nels is simplified if only one ion state iB present in 七he pri-

mary beam.でbis can be achieved by reducing the electron ener-

gy in the ion source below the threshold values for 七he pro-

duction.of excited Ar3+ states. The lowest curve in figure 1

represents 七he energy gain spectrum caused by pure ground

state Ar3+ projectiles. By taking into account these contribu-

tions and by deconvoluting the more complex spectra at higher

electron energies, We are able on the one hand to determine

the relative beam fractions as function of the electron ener_

Sy; on the other hand energy sain BPeCtra Can be generated for

individual
･rnetastable projectile States.

The energy gain sepctrum of Ar+ ions produced in Ar2+/Ar col-

lisions (Shown in figure 2) iB even more COmplex and the cor-

responding procedure of lowering the electron energy iB not

very succeBSfull in identifying at least the exoergic reaction

channels (for a detailed analysis see ref. 3). we theref-ore

applied 七be te¢bnique

projectile before the

ed States Of Ar2+ are

in Ar3+/Ar colliBionB

energy analyBer. In a

in a Second collision

loBB Of tertiary Ar+

of preparing the ionic state of the

collision occurs. In a first Step eXCit-

produced by electron capture reactions

and selected by the setting of the

.second
Step the Selected ions interact

chamber with Ar and 七he energy gain or

ions iB analysed by YES.

Due to 七he finite drift time of 与o llB, Which the ions need
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七o cover 七he distance between both collision chambers, Only

ion芦in metaBtable s七ateB remain excited, whereas the others

decay into the ground State Or low-lying metaBtable states.

AmalyBing the decay schemes of Ar2+～ we have been able to pre-

pare Ar2+ in various BtateS･ The result iB Summari五ed in fi-

gures 3 a,b,c, Bhowing七he energy gain spetra of Ar+ ions where

ec七ile states Of Ar2+ have been (3p), (1D2), (3F呈)
and (ノD4) as wel1･ By applying this technique it was found,

that cross Sections for electron capture by highly excited

metaBtable states exceed those for ground state and weakly

excited species by a factor of about 100. This explains their

dominant contribution to the energy gain spectrum, although

their relative abundancy is rather small in an unprepared

beam (51%).

the prod

ー___. I5.､○

As already Shown in figs. 1 and 2 translational energy spectra

vary strongly with the electron energy used in the ion source.

●

As individual peaks are COrrelated with different projectile

states, we can Study the production of multiply charged ions

in specific (metastable) States by single electron impact aB

function of the electron energy. The exact method of determin-

ing croBB Sections fort rnulti-ioni21ation into specific states

is described in detail in ref.ち.

Results for double ioni21ation of Ar atoms by electron impact

are 5hown in figure 与, where the total double ioni21ation
tヽ

cross section iB Subdivided into 5 1state-Belectivel cross
■

sections. In some cases (metastable states) there is a weak

structure a七 electron energies between 200 eV and 300 eV,

which refers to a,ontributions from L-vacancy production pro-

cesses. The importance of 七hese reactions increases Strongly,

if ions in higher charge States are Produced.

Another subject of these 畠tudies has been the threshold be-

haviour of individual ioni2;ation functions, in particular a

test of threshold laws as function of the final charge state

and the populated internal Bta七e. Figure 5 shows 七he threshold
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●

region for double ioni21ation of Ar. The experimental cross

sections for the production of individual Ar2+ States are

fitted accordingly to the equation o ～ (-Eel-Ethr)A, where Eel

l

is the electron energy and Ethr de七ermineB七he threshold

value. The x values ai･e found to be close to 2, whereas ill

the case of the 七otal cross sec七iozl (s.howれ as a dotted line)

a steeper increase iB measured, correBpOllding to x = 2,65.

This results from the superposi七ion of state-resolved cross

sections with different threshold values. Similar experiments

have been performed for higher charge states Bhowillg nO linear

increase of 光 With q; for q=4 we measured a x-value between

2 and 3.
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or Ar2+

Bnergy gain spectra

ions formed in

Ar3+/Ar c.llisi.ns

a.A. Huber; I. Phys. a 19,

ー1〇 -8 ･8 -ム ー2 0
o(ev)

1 6 8 -0 12

Fis･ 2: Translational enersy

spectra of Ar+ ions produced

in
･Ar2+/Ar collision as func_

七ion of the elee七ron energy Eel.
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.qTATE
SELECTIVE ELECTRON CAPTURE BY HIGHLY STRIPPED tons FROM ATOMS

Masahiro K=MURA

Department of Physics, Osaka University, Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

･ Experimental study on final-State distribution in one-

electron capture from slow fully-stripped and hydrogen-

1ike proコeCtile ions from H anうHe atoms is discussed.

After a short review of the available results state-

selectiveness of the process is interpreted using the

Landau-Zener model.

1. INTRODUCTION

At an.earlier stage total cross sections as a function of projectile

charge and the collision energy have been the main subject of the study on

electron capture from neutral targets by slow multiply charged ions. =t has

also been recogni2:ed that the information on the final state distribution

of the captured electron土s indispensable fo工■ the full understanding of

such processes. Last year at X=V =CPEAC in Palo Alto a syTnPOSium.'State

Resolved Electron Capture by Multicharged =ons'' [1] was devoted to review

the current status of this actively developing field (see also ref.2 for a

recent review). Since then new experimental information has been added

quite recently by the NICE group in Nagoya on final state distributions in

one-electron capture by fully stripped and hydrogenlike C, N and 0 ions

from atomic and molecular hydrogen. No experimental final state analysis

has been reported so far on these rather simple one- or two-electron

systems. Though most theoretical calculations have been performed for

electron capture by fully stripped projectiles colliding with atomic

hydrogen, experimental study has been scarce because of the difficulties

associated with the production of an atomic hydrogen target with good

quality as well as the production of highly stripped projectiles.

In the present talk =.will limit myself to the following one-electron

capture process at low velocity (Ⅴく1 a.u.),

Aq+ + BチA(q-1)+(n31) + 良+ + AEt (1)

where the target B is打or He at〇m and proコeCtiles Aq+ represents fully

stripped, hydrogenlike and heliumlike C, N and 0 ions. The observed results

will be interpreted by using the Landau-Zener model.
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2. EXPI∃R=MENTAL STUDY

The following two experimental methods have been widely used to

analy2;e the final state distribution.

1) photon spectroscopy′ 土n which radiation from the excited levels

produced by one-electron capture processes are analyzed. Since the resolu-

tion of photon spectroscopy 土s superior to the other method, it offers the

possibility to investigate the i-distribution as well as the n-distribution

even for hydrogenlike projectiles. Drawbacks of this method a're very low

sensitivity and difficulties in evaluation of transition probabilities and

absolute calibration. This technique has been most successfully utilized by

the FO弛-Groningen group. They have measured the partial cross sections in

slow collisions of C4+∫ N5+ and 06+ ions with H, H2 and He r3]. and C6+,

N6+ and 06+ ions with H2 and He [4]･

2) Translational energy spectroscopy. in which the energy gain (or

loss) of the projectiles is determined. This method has the advantage of

getting direct information on the final state distribution with a very high

detection efficiency. We have used this technique to analyze the final

state distribution in slow collisions of fully stripped, hydrogenlike,

heliumlike and lithiumlike ions of C, N and 0 with He atoms [5]. Further-

moret highly stripped ions of Ft Net Kr and =t including =38+I were

employed in the stユbsequent study. This technique has also been used by the

Belfast, Kansas and Stockholm groups, and Huber for projectiles with more

than two elect∫ons.

The apparatus and the experimental procedure we have used for transla-

tional energy spectroscopy are practically the same as those described pre-

viously [6] except for the target gas cell. The ion beam extracted from an

electron beam ion source, NICE-1, is mass-analyzed and passed through a hot

tungsten tube furnace containing dissociated hydrogen gas for the H-target

study. Charge-Chan9ed土ons scattered in forward direction are then energy-

analy2ied by an electrostatic analyzer before detection. The degree of dis-

sociation in the furnace was found to be almost complete.

In Fig.1 are shown energy spectra for the collisions of fully stripped

ions of C, Ⅳ and 0 w土tb H at the energy of 1.5q key. As seen evidently the

electron土s captured predominantly into a particular s土n91e a shell; n=4

for the C6+-H collisiont and n=5 for the N7+-H and 08+-H collisions. These

dominantly populated n-shells are found to be higher by one unit than the

corresponding ones for the He-target owing to the smaller ionization poten-
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tial of H･ =n 08+-Ht the observed peak is mainly due to the electron-

capture into n=5 shell but we cannot exclude a possibility that the peak 土s

somewhat con七r土buted by the n=6 populat土on. Shipsey et al.【7】 have pre-

dicted the contribution of n=6 population to total one-electron capture

cross section is about 30% at this energy by using traveling molecular

orbital calculation. while Fritsch and I-in 【8】 have est土ma七ed it at about

lO% by using extended atomic orbital method. From our observed spectrum we

can say that the contribution should be at least smaller than 30%. As for

the H-target we have also observed spectra for projectiles C4,5+I N5,6+ and

o6,7+. These results will be published elsewhere together with data for

molecular hydrogen target.

The FOM-Groningen group has also measured the (n,i)-distribution in

the collisions of He-like C. N and 0 ions with H and He. Their observations

are consistent with ours as far as n-dis.tribution is concerned.

a)
c6++H - C5+(n)+H+

pnmQry product C5'

c6◆

b)

n=65 4

-20 0 20 40 60

Energy GQin(cV)

N7'+H-N6'(n)+H'

prtmqry product =6◆

N7+
n=65 4

f I I

0 20 40 6O 80

Encrgy GQin(eV)
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Fig.1. Energy gain spectra of

forward scattered C5+

N6+ and 07+ ions in

a) c6+-H, b) N7+-H and

c) o8+-fl collisions at

l.5q keV.
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PnmQry
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As reported for He-target [6] good similarity is again observed in the

spectra for different ions with the same charge q f〇r the H-target,･ a par-

ticular single n-shell is dominantly populated, and the capturing level be-

come･s higher as the charge q becomes larger and as the ionization potential

of target Smaller.

3. LANDAU-ZENER MODEL AND REACTION WrNDOW

Many-state close-coupling calculation is indispensable ft)r accurate

prediction of the electrorl Capturing processes. Nevertheless Landau-Zener

model calculation has not lost its advantage owing to its simplicity and

straightforwardness･ By using this model the observed state-selectivity can

be interpreted and the concept of the reaction window･is elucidated.

Strong Coulomb repulsion between the product two ions causes the

crossings of potential energy curves of the product system with. the curve

of rather weaklyinteracting initial ion-atom
･system

if the reaction is

exothermic. =n slow collisions the transitions are strongly favored at such

crossings. Since the important crossings occur at large internuclear

separations, the crossing distance Rc is expressed simply by (in a･u･ ex~

°ept where indicated)

Rc ≡

(q-1)/△E｡ (2)

Here △E is the energy gain of the reaction and equals to the difference

between the ionization potential of the excited product A(q-1)+(n) iont

=

which takes a final hydrogenic state with the principal quantumnumber n,

and that of the target atom =,･

虚= q2/2n2-エ. (3)

The transition probability at the crossing is taken to be 2p(1-p), where p

is the standard Landau-Zener probability. This probability is integrated

over impact parameter to obtain the cross section o. Probability p 'LS a

function of interaction matrix element H12, the radial component o::'the

collision velocity and the difference in slopes of the diabatic prJtential

curves at the crossing･ Analytical expression for H12 has been obtained by

OIson and Salop for the fully-stripped-projectile and atomic-hydrogen sys-

tem and extended to the systems of targets other than atomic hydrogen [9].

Since the electron capture is dominated through the crossings within the

limited region Of internuclear distance, only final states with a par-

ticular single･ n-shell are generally favored. Therefore a single crossing

appro:(imation is enough for rough estimation. The application of multi-
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channel Landau-Zener model is discussed in ref.10.

Fig.2 shows cross sections divided by TTRc2 for various proコeCt土1e

charges as a function of crossing distance Rc at the collision velocity of

600 eV/amu. As seen the reaction window, i.e.. the range of nuclear separa-

tlon 土n which the cross section土s s19nificant. shifts to larger distances

and bee,omes broader as the projectile charge increases･

a)

lヽl

cE′

ど

＼
､○

2 4 6 8 10

Rc(A)

Liこ｣

t}
0::

ヾ
＼0

108

Rc (A)

2 ち 6

Fig.2. Calculated one-electron capture cross sections

divided by TrRc2 as a function of internuclear

separation Rc for (a) H and (b) He targets･ Co11i-

s土on energy is 600 eV/amu.

In Figs.3 a) and b) solid lines show combined relations (2) and (3)

for Iトand HeTtargetS respectively with the boundaries of the reaction

windows (broken lines). Here we define tentatively the reaction window as

the region where 0/TrRc2 is larger than O･05･ The positions of potential

curve crossings are indicated by several symbols on the l土nes･ Black

circles are inside the window. and they are the states expected to be

dominantly populated by one-electron capture but not yet confirmed

experimentally. The dominantly populated a-shells actually observed by the

NICE and/or FOM-Groningen groups are shown by black diamonds. The data for

q=10 in b) is from Mann et a1● for NelO+-He [11]'All the observed states

are土nside the window′ or at least situated very closely to the window

boundaries when no crossings are available inside the window. =t is clear

that only single n-shell is populated for qilO except for A9+-Her in which

both n=4 and 5 shells have been found to be appreciably populated in Ne9+

-He collision. At larger q more and more n-shells ate populated as inferred

from these figures and as demonstrated previously in Krq+(q=7-25)-He and

工q+(q=10-38)一日e co11土s土ons 【12.13】.
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Fig.3. Pos土t土ons of potential curve c工･OSSin9S aS a function

of n and q for
a) H and b) He targets. The region

betweell two broken lines is the reaction window.
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POLARIZATION PROPERTIES OF TOTAL EMISSION CROSS SECTION

川He+一日e COLLISIONS

R. Okasaka and H. Sakakibara

●

Department of Engineerlng Science, Kyoto University

Yoshida-honmachi, Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan

l. Introduction

on ion-atom collisions of intermediate energy range (10-104 ev)

colliding par'ticles ar.e in a quasi-molecular state durlng interacting
●

pem'od. Moments of transitions are rotational and radial coupling between

two quasi-molecu一ar states and transition occurs preferentially near the

● ●

level crosslng reg10n. When the coupling scheme of dominant excitation

process is specified, parallel component of angu一ar momentum in respect to

the molecu一ar axis becomes definite on a excited state･, rotational

coup=ng excites訂-state and radia- coupling excites =-state in He+一日e

collisions, for the incident channel of He'(ls)'He(ls2) is in :-state. In

the case where the angular monlentum Of the molecular state is conserved

on the separated atoms, the former process prLOduces alignment of magnetic

sublevel of m一等士I and the latter produces that of m'=0. Observation of

energy dependence of polarization of total emission cross section brings

lmPOrtant informations about such excitation nleChanisms, while polarization
●

analysis Of differential excitation cy.oss section in coincidence with
■

scattered particle at fixed colliding energy are usefull to study alignment

and orientation of excited atoms.

In the pr･esent studies, first, we decide the principal coupling scheme
●

of a excitation by comparlng the observed emission cross section with the
■

calculated excitation function and, next, obtain the dependence of polari-

zationoncollision energy by solving coupled equations of two-level model.

Then, we estimate, by making conlParison between the calculated and the

observed polar･izations, a size 0f locking radius which is measure of tran-

sition reg10n from body-fixed molecular state where the syTmletry axis
●

coincides with the molecular axis to spaced-fixed atomic state at large

internuclear distance.

2. Experiments and coupling schemes

The apparatus is described in detail elsewhere.1) An ion-beam was

.
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introduced into a collision cell and spectr･oscopIC meaSurlementS OT- visible
●

to extreme UV region were per･formed. Radiations po一arized paralle一 (Ⅰ//)

and perpendicular (Ti) to the beam axis were measured with a linear pola-

rizer at goo with respect to the beam direction. Typica一 examples of two-

type emission cross sections are shown in Fig. l and 2. The behavうors

exibited in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 correspond to that of a cross section popu-

lated by rotational coupling through potential crossing at smal一 inter-

nuclear distance (R) and that populated by radial coupling through crossing

at finite R, respectively.2) The broken lines in Fig. l and 2 showthe

cross sectionsofrotational excitation and of radial excitation calculated
●

uslng the theoretically and experimentally determined potential curves.
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3. Polay'izat†on and 一ocking radius

ln the calculations of the exci七ation functions, we used the classical
● ●

1mPaCt Parameter method assumlng that particle goes orbit of elastic

scattering.1) when the direction of quantum axis of the separated atom

coincides with the scatte･(Llng angle, the population om of magnetic sublevel
●

m in laboratory system, where we take the quantum axis parallel to the beam

dirLeCtion･, is given by equation (1),

戎= 2イ烹.[Dmm･(0(b))]2,(b)bdb･
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Fig.3 Polarization of He‡ 5016 A line at various locking

radius in rotational excitation.
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Here,I P(b) is transition probability at impact parameter b, m'i-s magnetic

quantum number in center-o-f-mass system and Dmml is transform matrix from

C- to L-syst-em. The solidlinesnoted一-without locking" in Fig.

are profiles of the calculated Stokes- parameter町王-;)f He‡ 5016

3 and4
0

A line
O

popu一ated by rotaional excitation and of ‖eI 5876 A line populated by

radial excitation, respective一y.

The measured emission cross sections anl～ polaytizations corresponding

to the results in Fig. 3and4are shown l'n Fig･ 5and6. It is quite

probale that disagreements betw.een the calcu1.ated and the measured po一ari-

zations in the figures result from the fact that rearrangement of electr-on

clouds can not follow r･otation of the noleculayt axis.
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Fig.6 The emission cross section and polarization of HeI 5876 A line

lf there eJu'sts finite locking radius RL at Whl'ch the direction of

symTletry axis of the <iyStem begins to deviate from the direction of mole-

cularaxis, the po一arization depends on size of it. The calcu一ated polarト

zationsforvarious locking radius are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. The profiles

of polarization for RL-1-2 au in Fig･ 3 and 4 agree qualitatively with

corresponding profiles of the measured po一arizations in Fig. 5 and 6.

References
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in press.
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ANISOT瓦OPY OF
_
EL苫印材玉姐ISS‡脚欝附姐ÅL】芯封苫D SVAT玉S OF NEON

F. Eoike,+, H. Sakaue. Y. Ike2;aki, E. Wakiya, T. Tak8yanagi,

H. Sue;uki, and A. YagiE3hita+

絹chool of Medicine, Kita8atO Univer8ity,

Sagamihara, Eanagawa 228 Japan

Department of Phy8ic8, Sophia Univer8ity,

Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 102 Japan

SPhoton Factory, National Laborabry for ⅠIigh Energy Phy8ic8,

Ohonachi, Ibaraki 305 Japan

An ejected electron 8peCtrO8COpic 8もudy has been Carried out on Lil

+ Ne colli8ion8. The Li+-itELP8Cもenergy haロ been ranged from 0.45 key up

to 9 key. The ovili88it}n angle depend㊤nce of &utoiomi血ng electronB h8B

been neaBured in absolute 8¢8le. For a pea丸due to the Ne特2p4 (1D) 3B丑

1D I Ne+ 2p6 3P a･utoiomi五島tiotL. We have found a change of the angular
di8tribution of th1きej魯Cted el¢ctronB depending on the ion-impact energy.

Concerning もhe differential cro88 Section dote)/d昆 of the electron

emi88ion, we find tin.at we c払n Write it a8

dα一

言雷- 卦1 ･ PP-¢川 (1)

where 戊i8 the total eni88ion e･ro88 8eCtion, P2 i8 the Second order
Legendre poiinomial' and i i8 the ani80I･roTPy p&rameter･ We have derived

this rehtion under the a88unptionB firstly that the autoioni2iing 8tate iB

excited by a tran8ition between the qua8imolecul8r 8tate8 owing to the

radial coupling in the vicimity of the avoided cro83ing between the

initial and finalpotential energy curve8, and BeCOndlyもh8t it obta]'neB a

complete aligntnent with respect tO the quaElimolecuhr axis. We have

obtained the ion-impact energy dependenceヂ.i a8.8hown in Fig･ 1･ We

want hereto point out the presence Of
a ml.nlmun ln P

-

vB
-

Lチ◆-impact
energy curve at around 0.6 key of the ion-1mPaCt energy. Thi8 18 quite

conBiBtent With the B甘E)Culation thaもthe center-of-ma88 8C8ttering angle

of Li+ wiもh dominant contr'ibution to the excit点tion of the autoioni2;in宮

State Bhou3.d exceed 900 alongwith the unbounded decrea丘e Of the Li+-

impact energy.

Ei)
LI

B
⑬
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h
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tZl
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己
i -1
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Li'-i甘IPaCt energy (key)

鞄.3. LiLi喝旧£t energy dependence ot 8血ropy p8r8Ⅱ旭ter
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Doub一e- and Sing一e-Charge Transfer in■collision of

c6+ ion with He atom at Low Impact EnergleS
■

一

丁omoko Ohyania-Yamaguchi

lnstitute of Space and Astronautical Scien_ce, Komaba,

Meguro-ku, Tokyo 153, Japan

In the study of low energy charge transfer processes of multiply

charged ions with atoms, most of theoretical and experimental s･tudies have

been concentrated on the s†ngle-charge transfer processes. On the other

hand a few theoreticall,2) and experimenta一
3-5) investigations have been

carried out for the double-charge. tr･ansfer processes iln the low erI･ergy

collision.

In this work we calcu一ate the tota一 single- and doub一e-charge transfer

cross sections in the collision of the C6+ ion with the He atom in the

impact enert.gy region 0..1≦E <_10 keV/amu as another example to understand

the doub一e-charge transfer process. The e一ectron tr,ansfer process 7'n the

low energy region is reasonably undeyIStOOd in terms of a quasトmolecL[1ar
●

representationン In this procedure there are many curve crosslngS a打;Ong the
●

adiabatic potentia一 curves. A diabetic treatment is, however, found to be

useful for the most of curye.crossings･

Fig. i Shows results of the slngle- and double-charge tranlsfer cross

secti'ons. The･single-charge transfer mainly occurs七hrough the avoided
●

crosslng near 5au, whi一e the doub一e-charge tr･ansfer ta･kes p一ace via a

twoISteP One-electron transfer or? a.irect transition. Hence the double-

charge ty.ansfer cross section obtained is about a tenth of the single-

charge transfer cross section in these lmPaCt 6nergleS.
■ ●

0. 1 1.a 1 Q.Q

Tmpact EL14rgy (紬VfamLI),

Fig.ll
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Low Velocity Collision of 06+ with Ⅱe by MO Base Trea七皿en七

N. ShinakuraI正. Sa七o#I M･ Kinura+ and T･ Wa七an&be&

General Education I)epar七nenも, Niig&ta lTniver8i七y, Niig&七a 950-21 I Japan

♯physic8
Departnen七I Ochanoni2iu Vniversi七yl Bunkyo-kul Tokyo l13I Japan

+Join七=n8titute
for Laboratory ABtrOPhyBic8I Vniversi七.v of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado 80309, VSA

&=ns七i七ute
of Physical and･ Chetnic･al Re･qearchl Whko-8hiI Saitana 351 I Japan

Par七ial and 七o七al cro88 8eC七ions of Single electron capture

proce88eS by O6十ion from He are･ ealcula七ed for the velocity range of

0.075七o 0.5 au. (0.14-7.0 key/amu). A molecular orbital expansion

tne七hod including 七vo-elec七ron一七ype elec七ron七ranβ1a七ion fac七or8 has

been employed along with cla8SicalもrajectorieB.1) The adiaba七ic

po七en七ial energie8 and wavefunc七ionβ for the (0'He)6' sy8七en are

generated using a p8eudopo七en七ia1七ecihnique. Thi8 technique.TeduceB

four-electron 8yS七em七o a relatively 8i皿Ple七wo-electron By8七em. 0ur

p8eud.p.七en七ial f.r the O6'(1B2) ion core i8 rePre8n七ed by
anエー

dependen七gauB8ian七ype.2) The cross 8eCtion8 Were C&1culaもed using

βeven and eigh七channel close COuPling七rea七men七. Convergence of the

croBB 8eC七ion as a function of ba8i8 Bize iβ checked. C&1cula七ed

七o七al croββ 8eC七ion8 &re､ relatively independen七on velocity vi七h &

value of about 10-15 cm2. on the other handl Partial cro88 8eCもions

are more βen8i七ive七o velocity a七lover velocity region. TheBe

finding8 agree Veil vith experimental observa七ion83) and re8ul七8

ealcula七ed vi.th a a七onic orbital expansion nethod4).

Reference8
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2) J. N. Bard81ey, B. a. JⅦ止er and D. W.恥rcro88, Gbem. Phys. Le七も.

37, 502 (1976).

3) D. Dijkkamp, Yu a. Gordeev, A. Bl･a2iuk, A. G. Dren七je andF. I. de

Heer, J. Phyβ. B18, 737 (1985).
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EV工DENCE FOR CO弧LATED DOUBLE-EもECTRON CAPTURE ェN

sLOW 06+ +江e COLL工S工ONS

R4 :i'PhaneufI F. W.触yer} C. C･馳veneT事Zg. Stolterfoht?*

J. K. Swen80n,†and S.凱Shafroth†

oak Ridge National Laboratory,守 oak Ridge, Tenne$8ee 37831

Double electron capture by few-electron
tmlticharged ions during 8lov

colli8ion8 With tle 叩 re8ult ln Anger-decaying product 8tate8 0f the

projectile, provided the lnltial projectile charge exceeds +ら. The8e

autoloni2:1ng 8tate8 Can be characterlヱed by either (nearly) equivalent

electron conflgur&tion8, in which the two
captured electron8 0CCuPy e88en-

tlally the Bane Or adjacent 8hel18, Or by non-equivalent configuratlon8,

in which ode of the electron8 18 in a Rydberg State. Using the method of

2:ere-degree Anger 8peCtrO8COPy, Ve have
verified populatiotl Of both types

of autoionlヱ1ng states by double electrotL Capture 血ring slo甘 COlli畠ion8

of 06+ With He: for the白e 8y8te皿8事both LhmAnger electron8> attributed

to the (nea･rly) equivalent electron conflguration8 (1s2)3且3且' or

くt82)3A触-,皿d LIL23推-Co8ter KroTlig electrons, attributed to the non-

equlvalent electron configuratlon8 (182)2pn且, were
observed.

The uM

Auger
electron8 C&n冬ri8e either from two 8equentla1 81ngle electron tran-

8ition8 O工 fron a 8inultaneou8 0r COrrelated two-electron transltlon. On

the other lland, productlon of the Co8ter一敗onlg electron8 is expected to

result only from correlated double electron capture. Conpari80n Of 亡he

Lm Anger electron and Co8ter 馳onlg electron production cro68 8eCtlons

8uggeBt8 that the correlated double capture proce88 1s of comparable

importance to the 8equentla1 81ngle capture tnechanlsm.

*per-nent
addre8さ: Hahn-Heltner-In8titut錨r馳mfor8Chung CnbE, Berlin,

Germany.

†pemanent
addre88: University of North Carollna} Chapel HillI NC tlSA.

‡operated byぬrtinぬrietta.

･Energy
S脚ens･ Inc･ for the U･S･ Department

of Energy under Contract No. I)E-ACO5-840R21400.
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Evolution of Fast tleavy工on Excitation in Solid Target

-

o.83-2.4 MeV/u Brq+, Cuq+ + C -

a.Shima, K.Umetani, S.Fujioka, M.Yatnanouchi, Y.Awaya*, T.Kanbara*,

T.氾zogawa* and Y.Kanai*

Tandem Accelerator Center, University of Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan

*The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RtKEN) ,
Saitama

35ト01, Japan

To lnvestlga亡e the evolution of proje亡tlle inner shell excl亡ation ln

solids, mean emission cross sections of projectile K and L x-rays Tx (=

Ⅹ-ray yield/T) have been measured vs target thickness T. The collisions

investigated are 52} 120> 150 MeV Cuq+ and 140触V Brq+ + C事Where the

projectile K-vacancy production takes place under the single collision

condition, whereas projectile l･-Sbell vacancies are dominated by也e

residual excitation collision. Our interest is focused on the T vs T
X

relation in thin T region where projectile L-shell configurations still
●

vary before equilibration is attained, which has not beeTI Clarified.

Obtained relations for TKX (Fig･1) or OLX VS T have been analyzed___ __

with the aid of observed x-ray energy Shifts as well as the calculated

cross sec己ions of projectile inner shell ioni2;ation and excitation. In

the present collisions, the doTninant factors to provide the variation of

て｢ at T reglOn Of nonequil-ibriunL-shell configurations are considered to
●

Ⅹ

be in (a) the variation of projectile inner shell excitation (K to L, or

i to M) and (b) the variation of fluorescence yield.
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Fig.1. MeaTl emission cross

sections of Cu-K x-rays vs

carbon thickness T in the

collisions of 150 Mew Cu13+

+c and 52 MeV Cub++c.



ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF LOSS ELEC†RONS IN

o･5 Mew/amu H2+-, H3+- AND He+- Ar COLLISIONS

F. Nishimura and N. Oda*

Research Labolatory for Nuclear Reactors, Tokyo lnstitute

of -rechnology, 0-okayama, Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, Japan

'*Dept. of Phys.9 Science University of Tokyo9 Kagurazaka

Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan

The doubly differLJntial cross sections differential in energy and

electron ejection
_ang一e

have been measured in this experiment over the

energy range from 10 to 200r) eV at angles Oo to 165o for collisions of

o･5 Mew/amu H2+, H3+ and He+ with Ar･ On the electron loss peak, the

angu一ar dependence of the peak energy and the peak width, and the slngle
●

differential cross sections for the peak have been determined. These

resu一ts are comparled with other available experimental restJlts as well as

theoretical results.

Fig. 1. Energy shift of elec-
tron loss peak as a function of

electron ejection ang一e.
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In the angular dependence of the peak energy for H2†- Ar co川sion,

as shown in Fig. 1, there exist two bumps a℃ about 45o and llOo, which

are compared with the result of the electron lmPaCt approximation for
●

HO - Ar collision by Jakubassal). such bumps are not observed neither in

亡he experimental nor theoretical resu一ts by K'6vかet al

Reference$
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CONTINUUn X RAYS DURING ION-ATOM COLL工S工ONS

* *

Kiyoshi KAWATSURA, Akio OOTUXA , Masao SATAⅨA, Ken-ichiro KOHAKI
,

tliroshi

*

NARAMOTO, Yasuaki SUG‡ZAK【
,

Kunio OZAWA, Yohta NAKAI and Fuminori FUJIMOTO

Departnent of Physics, Japan Atomic Enersy Research Institute

Tokai,王baraki 319-ll, Japan

College of General Education, University of Tokyo, Konaba, Tokyo 153, Japan

Radiative electron capture (REC) in fast ion-atom collisions was first

observed by Scbnopper et al. Since then, many investigations of REC

processes have been reported. The experiments should be carried out under

single collision conditions to compare with theoretical calculations. This

work is done in order to extend our data to hlgber energies and different

projectiles and also to study primary bremsstrablung.

The JAERI tandem accelerator provided bare and one electron ions of F,

S and Cl at 4.0 MeV/amu on tie gas targets. Some data was also taken at

different velocities. Tlne x-ray spectra were taken with a HORIBA Si(Li)

detector at 90 to the beam direction. Figure 1 shows the x-ray spectra for

cl17十ion incident on a He gas target. They included projectile x rays, REC

冗 rays and llremSStrablung. The REC and bremsstrahlung x-ray spectra are

ar!alyzed. A more detailed discussion will be presented in this seminar･

コ=
芦ぢ

＼

(/つ

ト一
転当

o:

2 4 6 8 10

X-RAY ENERGY (keV)

Fig. 1｡ The x-ray spectra for 140-MeV Cl17十

ion incident on a tie gas target.
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Photon Angular Distribution of Radiative Electron Glpture

by Relativistic Strong Potential bm也Iculation

Ken-ichi Hino

亡近古nrtment Of Applied Physics, the thiversity of Tbkyo

7-3-1′ f!ongop Bunkyo-h, Tbkyo 113, Ja‡迫n

and

Tsutomu Watanate

The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research

2 Hirosawa, Wako-shi, Saitama 351-01 ∫ Jaw

We discuss the angular distribution o王the relat土vistic radiative

electron capture (REC) in七he laboratory frame.
･By

the plane-wave Born

calaulation, it is predicted that the angular distribution of photon

depends on sin29 ( 8:the angle of the emitted photon in the laborotry

frame) in spite of including the retardation effects.1) such sin2e
-

dependence土s mostly due to the lowest-order Born七erm. On the contrary.

using relativistic strong ptential Born (SPB) wave functions, this term

does not have dominant con七ribu七ions to七he REC cross section any longer

b∋cause of the nearly orthcgonal proprties b∋tween the initial continutm

state and the final bound state of tlle electron and the projectile土on.

･herefore･ the sin2 8 angular dep∋ndence is ex匹Cted to be mcdified toヲome
extent.

We compare the pre,Sent SPB calculation of REC with the recent

e3Primental results.2
), 3 )

1)E. Spindler, H. Bet2:, and F. Bell, Phys. Rev. IJett. 42, 832 (1979)

2)R.ぉ山olt, W. E. Meyerhof, et. a1.. Phys. Rev.工ett., 53, 234 (1984)

3)R. Azholt, Ql. Stoller, et. a1.,. Phys. Rev. A33. 2270 (1986)
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MAⅣIFESTATION OF MINIMA IN TEE GENERALIZED OSCILLATOR STREⅣGTHS AS

MIⅣIMA IⅣ THE =NTEGRATEI) CROSS SECTIOⅣS FOR IO粁_ATOM COLLISIOⅣS

Masahiro Iwai, Isao Shimamura, and T8u七omu Wa七anabe

The Ins七itu七e of Physical and Chemical Research (R=KEⅣ)
Hirosawa, Wako, Saitama 351-01, Japan

The plane-wave Bornapproxima七ion (PWBA) is valid for
collisions of

charged pa･rticles with atoms at sufficiently highenergleS T. The differen一

七i'al CTOBS Section in this approximation is expresBible as七he produc七of a

simple factor and七he generali2;ed oscillator 8七rength (GOB), which i8 a

generali2;a七ion of七he optical oscillator s七reng七h.
The GOS i8 defined aB a

function of 七he momentum E 七ransferred from 七he inciden七 par七icle 七o 七he
●

七arge七 a七om in 七he collision. The exi8七ence and･the general 81gnificance

of minima in GOS for many. atomic and molecular七ransi七ions are di8Cu88ed in

the literature.1-4 Effec七s of these miniTna On七he integral cross SeC七ions

have also been investigated especially for inner-Shell ioni2;ation by heavy

par七icles･3,4 These analyses have Shown frequen七appearance of 8ho･ulder8

in七he impac七energy dependence of七he integral ioni2;a七ion cro8B BeC七ions･

We will Bhow aLPPearanCe Of conspICuOuS minima, ra七her七han shoulders,

in 七he integral cross sections for βome discrete exci七a七ion processes due

to minima in the corresponding GOB. General oondi七ion8 for appearance of

minima in七he integral cros8 SeC七ion are also di8Cu8Sed.

The GOB is conveniently represented by a three-dimensional plo七 aβ a

function of K
and of the excitation energy E. Such a plot is called the

Be七he surface. We have propo8ed七o ex七end七he Be七he βurface七o visuali2;e

the behavior of GOB along a.n isoelec七ronic sequence; an additional axis

the inverse of the (effective) nuclear charge i8 useful for七hiβ purpoB

e?.355This extended surface serves 七o clarify七he phy8icB behind minima in七he

GOB.

we have calculatedl aS an eXamPlel the GOB for the 282
1s+

2s3p
lp

七ran8i七ion8 0f Be-like systems, using configuration-in七erac七ion wave func-

tions for both the initial and final States. The result will be reported in

the eonferenee.
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ELECTRON 工MPACT EXC工TAT工ON OF OXYGEN-L工KE RRYPTON*

A. Z. Msezane事J. Lee∫ K･ ∫. Reed+ and R･-J･ W･ tlenry++

Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia 30314
+university

cf r=alifornia事Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Livermore, California 94550
+Louisiana

State University> Baton Rouge> Louisiana 70803

芸三:三t;≡:;;::三三;…;……at2si望芸,門芸s≡:c…孟:n三=芸r;n言怒l…三…三tef;rs:三言;…i三…o:…y_
gen-like krypton for impact el.ergleS ranglng from near threshold to lOkeV.

● ●

Con王iguration-in亡erac亡ion type wave functions are employed and 亡be cross･

sections are calculated in a close-coupling (CC) approximation.

efモe竺t琶amo竺苧the
channels for

collisチ?nalexcitation of the 2s
･● ■ 22≡号:P三三芸…5

and 2p〉 configurations are also investigated by comparing six-, five-,

four-, three-, and two-state CC results (6CC, 5CC, 4CC, 3CC and 2CC).

言喜…;享繋芸ef…喜ニ;…n=享…享蔓饗喜n:宣繋…;圭蔓…董誓享≡苛…e:d7
●

●

昌妄言:52;茸§;:p#ls)T≡きs2芸子芸;i冨;;l…;c三.T:圭s三言…u…he1..??C岩三:B,…rSl…;三i冨:_●

tveen 亡he 6CC(SST) and tbe 2CC (or 3CC)(TST) results for the various tran-

sitions is sumarized in the figure for the energy range 26.2<Eq60Ry.

Effects of couplings in Kr+28

60 100 140 180

引RγI

恥conclude that the 2s2p5
ョpo

state provides an ext･remely importan亡coup-

1ing mechanism; its effects are expected to be important for interne.diate

coupling results which are I,btainable from the LS coupling data and are

currently being inves亡igated･ Any lev

incorpora亡e亡be coupling from亡be 2s2p 写13冨占
approximaL'ion which fails to

is expected to overes亡imate
the excitation cross sectio甲tO the n=2 1evels･
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